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CHAPTER SIX: 
THE WHITE GOD FACTOR 

tricks. 

  

here are a lot of reasons why Kara tried sabotaging the 
eXile only nine months after she and I first drafted 

those business plans. Moscow is a lousy town for a 

young, married couple from Seattle. Her husband, 

Marcus, never learned more than a few words of 

Russian, and he couldn’t figure out simple business 

Marcus was a failure among failures, in a town where 

failures didn’t fail. Most fell into wads of quick cash, climbed the corporate 

ladder, or, like us, started up newspapers that would never have made it off 
the pot-smoke-clouded drawing boards back home. When he was our 
“promotions manager” he was fixated on making eXile lighters and key 
chains. They were never made. So he was promoted to sales manager at 

Kara’s insistence. He didn’t sell more than two ads the whole time, while 

Kara ran around gathering clients and handing them to Marcus as a way 

of propping him up. 

We even had to replace Marcus as our cartoonist. I created 
а kitsch '505-НКе cartoon door character called “Knock- 

Knock” to accompany our childishly cruel practical jokes. 1 
handed the annoying door character over to Marcus, since 
he drew better than me. He clung to that Knock-Knock like 

a Down's syndrome adult clinging to a cat’s scratching post. 

He plastered his Knock-Knocks all over our press and sales 

kits. He ordered a huge vinyl banner for the eXile, and made 

Knock-Knock the centerpiece. Once, when I was in their 

apartment, I saw his entire oeuvre of “Knock-Knock” draw- 

ings, signed and dated, carefully stacked in a glass cabinet, in 

the sincere belief that some future Christie’s auction would 

be interested. 
When Roman Papsuey, а freak-talented cartoonist geek 

with mind-reading powers, showed up in our offices with a 

pen and some drawings, we fired Marcus as our artist— 

actually, he got the hint and, in his Zen way, offered to 

  

resign. And that was it. That was all he had to show after a 

year in Moscow—and if that’s all you have, you're bound to 

start conjuring fond memories of Seattle, about how you'd 

left behind a paradise of aromatic-coffee-scented opportu- 

nity. 

We got it into our heads that Marcus needed to be put to 

use, so we suggested dressing him in a 1950s Disneyland- 
style Knock-Knock door outfit and having him stand in 

Pushkin Square, handing out copies of the eXile and taking 
pictures with children, The giant foam Knock-Knock would 
beam its cheesy smile at passersby. Marcus would keep one 
hand over the mesh-grill for his eyes and mouth, waving 
with the other hand. He'd force copies of the eXile on lovers, 

babushki, businessmen, flatheads. He'd probably get 
stomped every once in a while, or rolled by Gypsies, but 
that'd be the price he'd have to pay to promote our newspaper. 

Once, Taibbi aired our private joke to Marcus, just to test 
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his reaction, Marcus seemed to like it. He added that he 

should wear a pair of white tights with the foam Knock 

Knock. We let it drop. 

We often wondered how he could stay loyal to Kara, who, 
physically speaking, was a gnu among gazelles. 

It’s not as though there weren't options, even for Marcus. 

Moscow is packed with more female beauty per square mile 

than any place on earth. And not haughty, cold types, but invit- 

ing, curious beauty, always looking to try something new, trade 
up, succumb to pressure, fall into some wild and unexpected 

adventure, ... You catch their eyes on the streets, something 

that doesn't happen in America, Femme fatales on every side- 

walk! Vixens riding down the metro escalators! Sly seductresses 

pouring into the streets! Somehow Marcus managed to block 
that part of Moscow out, We'd often ask ourselves how long he 
could deny the yawning beauty gap between his wife and, well, 
just about every single girl in Moscow. . .. 

If most expat women begin at a massive disadvantage 
against their Russian counterparts, then Kara was disqualified 
from the competition, While Marcus had the face of a 15-year- 

old, Kara resembled a pirate. She tried to assert her 
qualities—her strength of character—by being aggressively 
un-beautiful. That kind of shtick might work in progressive 
Seattle, but it died on contact in Moscow, 

Taibbi and I often joked, in private, that Marcus spent the 

better part of his time with his pug nose wedged deep inside 

Kara's gorilla ass, gnawing away for hours while she surfed the 
Internet or ran Excel or prepared aromatic coffee or designer 

pasta. To this day we're not sure exactly what the fuck went on 

between them. Strange things, that’s for sure, Everyone who 

knew them thought there was something creepy going on. 
Once, during a long night of work, Kara called Marcus into the 
design room and told him, “Marcus, if you want to, you are 
free to leave,” Right in front of us. He thanked her quietly, and 
left. 

A few months after we started the eXile, Kara invited an 

   

    

the дв 

acquaintance of theirs from the Midwest, Paul Barker, to come 

to Moscow and take over as sales manager, Kara didn’t want to 
be known as a salesperson—rather, she wanted to be known as 

the General Manager. In the aspiring corporate world, sales- 
people are ranked, in status, at the bottom of the heap. 

Marketing people and general managers are like quarterbacks 
and running backs, the glory folk. 

So Kara wanted to hire a sales manager to work beneath her. 

Paul Barker had a ridiculously innocent, puppetoon fac 
bright red lips, twinkling eye, greased back hair—’80s Wall 
Street hair. . .. His trademark was his goofy chortle. If he wasn't 

chortling, he was nervously bullshitting you about one thing or 

  

another. 
Paul was a monstrous failure as sales manager, but not bad 

at trying to fuck the entire Russian female staff at the eXile, His 

first target was our sexy receptionist Yulia, a half-Estonian 20- 

year-old with honey-colored hair and big green eyes, and a 
sexy laugh that drove Paul nuts. He started off by trying to 

charm her, and she led him on with her inviting laugh, one 
hand on her chin, big green eyes looking up. From down the 
hallway, you could hear Раш chortling, like a barking seal 

during mating season. Within a month, he was literally chasing 
Yulia down the hallway to try to get her to kiss him. He didn’t 

mind that Yulia’s husband is a karate champion. 

“What's he going to do? I'm American!" Раш would say, 
chortling again. He demanded her phone number. Once, 
Yulia screamed for me to help her. I had to pull Paul off and 

lock her in our publisher's office, | blocked the door and 

told Paul to calm the fuck down, 
“Г love Moscow, man!” he'd wheeze with that hand-in- 

the-cookie-jar expression of his. “Man, you can do anything 

here!” 

Kara and Marcus had to watch this every day: eXile guys 

chasing women in the office up the walls, into stalls, ... Paul 

fucked the first sales girl he hired, Lyuba, a silicon-lipped 

19-year-old blonde. She quit a few weeks later. He fucked 

our production manager, Tanya. He fucked a married card 
dealer from one of the casinos that he'd landed as our client. 

He fucked a neighbor of Kara's. He fucked everyone, that is, 

          

SKING FOR IT! 
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but his ex, Kara. With her, you just 

asked for money 

  

Paul was such a failure at sales 
that even Kara couldn't hide it 
Marcus, when he heard us grum 
bling, waited patiently. When it was 
safe, he began to openly lobby for 
Paul to be fired, 
job than him,” Marcus complained 

1 could do a better 

ominously. 

Paul was finally given the boot 
He headed back home to America, 

but first, he pocketed a thousand 

   

eXile dollars from an overdue 
client, and spent them on cards and 
whores and coke. 

Kara installed her husband in 
Paul’s 
approach to business, she thought 

place. In her clichéd 

she needed that leverage to coun 

terbalance the Ames-Taibbi Axis. 

Right up to the last, Kara tried to play the game and never show that she was 
bothered by our blatant sexism, She wasn’t PC—she wanted us to be clear on 
that. I think that's a late '90s progressive grrrl thing, to be, at least on the surface 
level, anti-PC 

Kara wanted to show that she could run with the boys. She laughed at our 

overt sexist take on Moscow. She even encouraged it at times. She told us once 
that she liked to wear tight halter tops to important meetings, to show off her 

he was proud of her little contribution to the sexist plot. It made her 

  

tits. $ 
tougher than the other girls. 

I'd look at her apple-sized breasts, then pan up to her Blackbeard face, and 
think . . 

Then Kara abruptly quit, telling us that her life plans had changed, that she 
was frustrated, and she couldn't continue working with Matt and me. She par- 

ticularly resented Matt. 
The two of them had never hit it off. The night that Matt joined after our epic 

Fe-gads! 

lite Diner, we met over at Andy’s apartment for what 

  

summit meeting at the 

I assumed would be an amicable shaking-hands agreement, followed by cele: 

bration. Kara came about twenty minutes late, with Marcus behind. They took 

another twenty minutes to de-Gore-Texize their bodies. Velcro ripped and tore 
in Andy’s front hallway. Matt stared at me in disbelief, but for the most part, we 

ignored it. 
When they walked into Andy's TV room, we were already drinking cham- 

pagne. Andy proposed a toast, but Kara stopped. 

“I think we need to get things straight first before we start drinking cham- 
pagne,” she said, adopting a cold, officious tone, She went on the offensive, 
immediately trying to drive a wedge between the two of us. It was strange, espe 

cially coming after her warnings to me that if we didn’t hire Matt away, we were 
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fucked. She saw Matt and me sitting together laughing, and 

she felt threatened. 
A couple of months later, while 1 was on vacation, she 

tried giving Matt a back rub while he was typing an article 
оп the computer—some kind of hippie Seattle bonding 
thing, I guess. But Matt’s not too good at hiding his emo- 
tions; he told me he broke out in one of those shivers that 
sends the whole body into an epileptic convulsion, then he 
turned around and, with a sour, bug-eyed look, asked her 

what the hell she was doing. A few days later, I got a call in 
California from Kara that the newspaper was about to col- 
lapse. Later, she told me that “it's either Matt or me.” 

It was only a week or so before she actually left town that 
we discovered the depths of her bitterness toward us. We 
were in our office, near the end of the workday, when she 
delivered to us some ominous threats about our publisher 

Kostya, and her demands that we reduce our salaries (which 

were already about half of Kara's) and allow her to keep her 
stake in the newspaper even after leaving. We were in shock. 
‘We pressed her. She kept up her attack. We pressed her 
more. How could she threaten us like that?! 

Then she broke down and told us what she really 
thought. 

We'd never given her any respect or credit. We were glory 

hogs and obnoxious jerks. Worst of all was our sexism, Our 
sexism and sexual harassment of the Russian female staff, as 
well as the sexism in our newspaper, was too much for her. 

Watching us harass the young female staff had to be the 
most painful part—because we'd never, in a million years, 
have thought of harassing her. 

“You know I’m not PC, But there's а limit. You go too far. 
You're always trying to force Masha and Sveta under the 
table to give you blow jobs. It’s not funny. They don’t think 
it's funny,” Kara complained. 

“But . .. it és funny,” Matt said, 
‘We have been pretty rough on our girls. We'd ask our 

Russian staff to flash their asses or breasts for us. We'd tell 
them that if they wanted to keep their jobs, they'd have to 
perform unprotected anal sex with us. Nearly every day, we 

asked our female staff if they approved of anal sex. That was 
a fixation of ours. “Can I fuck you in the ass? Huh? I mean, 

without a rubber? Is that okay?” It was all part of the fun. 
Fun that Kara was no part of. 

In the end, that’s the real reason why Kara quit and left 
this town a bitter wreck. Moscow is a hellish Twilight Zone 
that completely turns Seattle on its nose-pierced head. Kara, 

like so many expat women, wanted to see the whole thing go 
up in flames, She didn’t just quit the job. She tried leaving a 

      

few fuse-delayed time bombs to sink the paper. She let three 

months’ worth of clients’ bills go unpaid without telling us, 

leaving our bank account in deep arrears. She ran our last 

few issues well into the red. Before she left, she assured me, 

Matt, and Nicole that all finances were in order and we had 

no outstanding debtors. 
A few weeks after Kara disappeared, we needed money to 

wire to our printers. They told us that it was the last paper 

they would print, since we hadn't paid for printing for four 
issues. | was in shock. I went to our accountant Tanya, and 
she produced for me a sheet of paper showing $30,000 in 
outstanding debts. 

“What?! Tanya, Г had no idea. Why didn’t you warn us? 

Kara told us that we had no debts!” I cried. 
‘Tanya smiled in that pithed way of hers. Tanya's not a bad 

person. She’s just slow, Which is why she’s our accountant. 

Anyone clever in her position could make off with our 
money and have us all sitting in jail for life. ... Better to have 

a doe-eyed idiot who can, on a good day, add up the figures 
in the left and right columns, 

Luckily, we untangled the mess, leaned hard on our 
clients, and for the first time turned the eXile into a prof- 

itable operation . .. until Nicole came along, made an even 
worse mess, took key financial records (leaving many ques- 

tions unanswered), and split for Rotterdam, 

    

he first time 1 met Danielle Downing was at a let’s- 
pretend-we're-middle-aged expat party she threw at 

her apartment, which meant Gypsy Kings sound- 
track, chinless Americans and Brits . .. and beer. She 

was a big deal in the banking community. My 

Pakistani boss took me to meet her. Like him, Downing was a 

fellow Wharton grad—an elite carpetbagger. 

Every American expat party in Moscow is the same. 
Particularly if they're thrown by American women. First, the 

functional interior, the middle-class “low key” prints on the 

wall, and simple decorations, an intentional way to distinguish 

yourself from the allegedly vulgar, gaudy Russians. Worse, not 
a drug in sight, not a single drunken Russian or even a whiff of 
sexual tension. It was odd, this barricaded safe house of human 
ugliness in a city teeming with hungry beauty. Most American 

expat parties in Moscow are like that: a kind of inverse Night of 
the Living Dead, where the boring, homely expat creatures lock 

themselves indoors to protect themselves from the pulsing, 
beautiful miniskirted humans on the outside. 

Downing had short black hair, and was dressed in a simple 
gtay sweater, jeans, and topsiders, with no makeup. Her harsh, 
mannish features weren't softened by the clothes, but then 

. 
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Knowing that Nicole the 
Libra suffered from child- } 
hood-trauma-induced о: Мик and Ман Nicole Molle paranoia, we stuck mes- Mit 
sages about her into our 
Gore-O-Scopes—the one 
section she'd always 1 have 
quote—after she ab- 
sconded. We were con- 
vinced she'd secretly read 
them. triggering a lifelong 
Xanex habit. 

  

UBRA This is a tricky c 
one, Lib. See, you've na af 
absconded with money was equal to 
and financial records я 
from people close to, oat Уна myse 

  

and you've started to 
| get the idea that maybe 
} they've forgotten а! 
about it and you're off 
scott-free. And you 
know what? You're 
darn-tootin’ right! So 
don't worry about them 
knowing where you are, 
Lib, and worry about 
Number One. That's 
right; UI Take a little 
chunk of that dough and 
head over to American 
Express and treat your- 
self to a trip abroad, will 
va?! 

swered questions. we called all of   
again, she dressed pretty much the way everyone clse at her 

party dressed. She didn’t even try to appear sexually appealing. 
That’s because within the frame of her party, she didn’t need 

to. Instead, she did what all expat women do when they throw 

parties in Moscow: she barred all the competition—there wasn't 
a single Russian woman under the age of 35. This is a strategy 
imitated by female expat managers at restaurants, bars, and 

companies; They invariably hire bland support staff, weeding 
out all elements of potentially arousing beauty, The Starlite 

  

Diner, Video Express, McDonald's . . . everywhere it’s the same 

It's kind of an unstated joke in the expat world, but everyone 

knows it's true. The threat is real. Downing, in spite of her 

money and her position, was not immune to the brutal sexual 

humiliation that all expat American women endure in Russia. 
The expat men at Downing’s party were careful not to 

offend, It’s an implicit rule in Moscow that bringing your 
young, leggy Russian dyevushka to a female expat’s party 
is bad taste, rubbing salt in the wound, like showing up at 
a Vietnam vet's reunion with a slope girlfriend in a peaked 

straw peasant’s hat, Mao outfit, and gag water gun. . -. 
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After we realized that Nicole had disappeared with our 

    

  

    

about your outrugoous lies, Jo nat appreciate 
of crap you have invented. 1 yl! retum from 

‘our behavior to be extremely г | and unfair. You buve 

  

ct not fo speak with cither of you again, Since the 
ya, thore ix no lonyer any need for you to 

When 1 Twill fix 
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     ich. owe money, | collected mone 

     You 
те sire measures 1   arassing me, и iy acquaintances, ther 

sash-in/cash- 
er friends around tow 
pe asking them not to < d ti 

во, and that it was v’ +. Only Aerofl 
that our publisher had plans for her. She 
d sent off this threatening fax. 

m that sh 

All American women, and practically all the European 
women, are socially and sexually devastated by Russia. 

They're at a massive disadvantage for the first time in their 

lives. They didn’t expect it at all. None of us did. We all came 

here expecting to skim the top, showing the poor savages 
how to work, eat, dress, . .. But things started to happen to 

us, We—the expat men and women—veered off in wildly 
different directions, on to nonintersecting planes. 

Eventually, all the expat women abandon this city bitter 

and frustrated, deeply Russophobic and devoted to the 

Brzezinskian doctrine of containment and dismemberment 

of the Russian beast .. . because the sexual strategies that 

they have been used to employing cannot compete against 

the Russian dyevushki, It's swords against 55-215. American 
women have been raised to believe that traditional qualities 

of femininity—appearing as though you are trying to please 

the man by caking on makeup, wearing tight short skirts 

that show off your legs, speaking in a high voice, giggling, 
and deferring to his desires—as well as characteristics usually 

used to describe sluts—high heels, heavy perfume, sleeping 

  2 
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The eXile's infamous expat vagi-bashing issue We became the focus of а lot of 
estrogen-boiling rage after publication. It was one thing that expat women 
had to suffer loneliness in silence; but another that а pair of hairy-assed jerks 
made а huge, public joke of it all. 

with а man on the first night without demanding 
are not only atavistic and   he use a condom: 

Moscow's Only Alternative 
repugnant but, ultimately, unsuccessful tactics 

in the competition for Mr. Right 
= Most American men are also culturally pro 

ba — =: B grammed to believe that what they really want 
  

пращи нь Loos} June 35. 1907-FR Ee 
is not a “bimbo” but an “equal”: someone who 
can stand on her own two feet, earn her own 
coin, make her own decisions, hang with the 
boys, think like a man, speak in a low, monotone, 
ironic tone of voice—while at the same time 

radiate some kind of eroticism vaguely remi- 
niscent of traditional femininity, though without 

implying that era's oppressive power hierarchy, 
Just writing this down reminds me how 

strange and schizophrenic our expectations are. 
American women aren't aware that they've 

been handed just about the most crazed, 

impossible script on Planet Earth. They don't 
know how bad it is be 

is winning, the historical trend is running 
straight out of San Francisco and New York and 
Boston, and, therefore, however horrible and 

painful it all may be, arguing against any part of 
the American Way would be like arguing 
against history itself. 

Out in Russia, you gain a little perspective, 

which can be dangerous. Deep down, as it turns 
out, even the most emasculated, wire-rimmed 

ause America’s influence      ci glasses, cigar-smoking and martini-drinking 
= American guy fantasizes about living in world 

Anatoly Chubais > ях 
оп Independence contributes a special Find out where to full о... well, I'l let you guess 
Day— Bar-Dak guest prank to watch and bet on the a) self-reliant women who are also your 
Calendar the eXile 20 BA finals м1 fiends 

b)sluts 
Okay, still stuck? ГИ amend it. All men—that's right, all sane men—fantasize about a world populated with: 

a) self-reliant androgynous women who are also your friends 
b) young, beautiful sluts 
Envelope please. .., Whoah! This is a shocker, folks! Hold on to your seats! Turns out, when you scrape a 

implants, every 
CUT TO: Young, beautiful sluts seated in third row, hands cupped over mouths in shocked surpri They stand, crying- 

laughing, hugging each other, then slowly make their way toward the podium, kissed by vigorously applauding men on their way 
there . 

Young, beautiful sluts. It’s a censored fantasy, and best kept that way: After all, in coastal America, reality couldn’t be fur- 
ther away from that fantasy. It exists only in chat rooms, and even there, most of the alleged Е18% are gay 50-year-old men 
with spiked five-inch butt-plugs wedged up their asses. 

y the surface 

    

single sane man wants . ... drum roll, maestro . .. young, beautiful sluts! 

    

When I look back at America now, | shudder. All those millions of poor sad fucks who spend their lives on the Internet 
“meeting” people—they scare me the most. 1 remember my life those last six months in California. Had I stayed, I might 
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have wound up in chat room number 12 myself, jerking off with one 
hand, desperately wooing some socially terrified woman with the other. 
But now that I've been in Russia, where people aren't quite as afraid and 
alienated from each other, I realize that I didn't HAVE to endure that 
the social/sexual script I'd been handed in suburban California is one of 
the bleakest in man’s history. Turns out that there are several other 
scripts out there in the global village far superior, with far happier 
beginnings, middles, and endings than the American one. 

For Russian girls, the stakes in sex are pretty simple: money, and/or 
self-destructive adventure. When American women try to tell their 
Russian sisters that they have it all wrong, that in fact they're being 
oppressed and demeaned, Russian girls invariably assume that the 
amerikanka is a frustrated spinster. Dyevushki value the surface far more 

than deluded Americans. They judge each other by how beautiful they 
look, how much makeup they wear, how high their miniskirts are cut 

under those criteria, any American feminist’s ethos is immediately 
undercut. Russia's a tough crowd, tough crowd. 

The gulf between the two is unbridgeable. I remember entire feminist 

groups thriving in Prague—Czech women were eager to gain Western 
acceptance via any route. Those same Prague-based feminist organizations 
made a few failed attempts to crack the Russian market. I knew one of 
the leaders, a Canadian Jew named Rachel. She told me, after a doomed 

tour of Moscow and St. Petersburg, that the Russians were “primitive” 

   

  

ГОР 105 PICK-UP LINES USED 

ON EXPAT WOMEN WOMEN 

1) You know, I'm tired of women 
expecting me to sleep with them on the 
first night. It makes me feel like an 
object. 
2) | don’t know about you, but for me, 
my career is the most importatnt thing. 
3) I think make-up makes women look 
cheap, don’t you? 
4) Hey, have you seen Legal Eagles? 
5) 1 won't Не—Гт a lazy alcoholic, and! 
Just want someone to take care of me. 
6) Hey, are you gonna finish that? 
7) | think women improve with age. 
8) Oh Jesus, I'm gonna be sick! 
9) Oh, so you're a speedskater? No? | 
just thought... 
10) Right now, I'd fuck anything. 

   

  

  

        

  

and “hopeless.” The feminists’ main problem is that they were marketing a less attractive alternative to the wildly flawed but 
never-boring local sexual narrative. For Russians, there is no greater sin than a boring, safe life. Everything else is negotiable, 
In that frame, American feminism falls as flat as would a Russian nerd coming to a high school class in California and advis- 
ing the kids that they should listen to Bone’ 

be cool—which, if the Soviets had 

won the Cold War, they might have 
done. 

But such bizarre advice wouldn't 

wash with the kids—and neither will 

a feminist’s advice in Russia. The 

dyevushki have the game down pretty 

well here, even if it usually ends up 
with marrying a _ wife-beating, 

syphilis-infected, drunken loser who 
can’t so much as change the lightbulb. 

But that part comes later for the 

dyevushki. And they know it. So they 
live it up to the max while they have 
the upper hand, when nature is good 
to them. They know that time is 
working against them. Youth is a 

dirty word here—most go straight to 

adulthood by the age of 14, 1 can 
count five women I’ve slept with who 
lost their virginity at age 11; they 

  

A and wear tight Vietnamese-manufactured counterfeit Levi's if they wanted to 

EXPAT BEAUTY.    
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Femme Fatale: The Miss Militsia Competition heats up dur- 
ing the shoot-the-swarthy-foreigner log of the compet 

та the average Rt 
ore sexual gy = 

  

treat it as dry fact, like when their first teeth grew, and not 

as a psychology-loaded tragedy. A Russian woman is at the 

peak of her power from about age 13 until 20. After that, 

beauty is subjected to the cruel forces of entropy, which ren- 
ders them unrecognizable beasts—Division II nose- 

guards—by the age of 30, That's why most have been mar- 
ried at least once by the time they hit 20— т the provinces, 

the age is more like 17. 
Russian girls are the most physically attractive women on 

earth, and they are all available to the right bidder. The 

Supermodel types usually wind up on the arms of some 
middle-aged, roly-poly businessman. Chechens and 
Georgians were “in” when I first arrived in Moscow; now, 
Slavic-blooded flatheads have replaced them. Middle-aged 

and rich is the key, The rest—the sevens and cights—are up 
for grabs. Even the whores for sale at Night Flight, Metelitsa, 

and Monte Carlo clubs are the kind of girls you'd only 

expect to see in Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issues or Ratt 
videos. But anyone can have them—for a price (about $200 
at Night Flight, from $300 to $700 or more at Metelitsa). 

Nearly every Westerner who comes here—male and 
female—is shocked by the beauty factor. It takes a while for 

the brain to trust the eyes, During the Cold War, we were 
brainwashed to expect mustached bodybuilders and gruff: 
voiced fireplugs—Kara Deyerin types—not dainty, leggy 
teenie-vixens. Their Eurasian features (pale skin, eyes that 
are both slanted and large, colored gray or ice-blue, and 

  

  

  

sleek legs like a gazelle’s) and exaggerated feminine gestures 
stir things in the expat male's primordial consciousness. 

Perhaps it has something to do with the gratuitous fellatio. 

friendly lipstick jobs girls here wear: bright red paint from 

nose to chin, which screams: “I am capable of sucking your 
dick so hard that you'll have to pull the sheets out of your 

ass!” In America such women are available only to producers 
and rock stars. In Russia, they're everywhere—they’re the 

  

norm. And expat men have a leg up on everyone. 

Expats represent the ticket out of the smoldering ruins of 
this Visa-caged East, and into the glorious, clean, civilized 
West. This puts nearly all expat men into a position they'd 

never been trained for: that of heavy-metal guitarists having 

to choose among potential groupies. Every bar, every restau- 
rant, every day at work, there is some attractive Russian 
dyevushka—whose stunning beauty and tender age the 

expat man had always assumed was beyond his reach—dis- 
tracting him from his work. He can barely contain himself. 

Many expat guys I know run amock here, like escaped convicts 
offered а free Happy Hour at the Mustang Ranch, consuming 
as many women as possible, in the fear that someday, this 

opportunity will vanish, like а dream. 
Others just can’t get used to the idea. They stand around 

in bars and nightclubs, clutching their beers, staring at the 
items with a dumb, scared expression. They can't believe 

that they have rights to any of it—they’re afraid that they'll 
be permanently damaged if they try. Or worse, that they're 
being watched, tested, if not by the Feminist INTERPOL 

Police, then by God himself. 
Russian parents encourage their teenage daughters to 

date men in their 30s—men who offer experience, maturity 

and money—preferably Western men. So teenage dyevs 

make themselves available. It takes a while for most 

American men to get the nerve up to sleep with a teenager. 

Well, not that long. Нез a bit awkward at first. He's worried 

about social consequences, His conscience tells him some- 
thing's wrong with fucking a teenager, although the rest of 

his body takes out a pair of two-by-fours and clubs his con- 
science unconscious. 

Once he crosses that line, that's it, he’s spoiled forever. 

That's why his former expat girlfriend will say about him, 
“He’s been ruined . . . he’s not like he used to be..." I say 
“former” because 1 don’t know of a single American couple 
that came to Russia together and didn't split apart after six 
months because Biff decided he wanted to play Axl Rose 
while the Axl-in’ was good. 

My expat girlfriend, Suzanne, said the exact same thing 
about me. We started dating a month after I moved to 
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Moscow, Then she left for Belgium, and 
when she returned to Moscow a year later, 
she didn’t like the New Me, I used to be 
shier and clumsier. I was more likable 

before. 

Expat women like my old girlfriend get 
hit with a double-whammy of shit luck in 

Moscow: First, they're physically out 
classed by the Russian girls; and secondly, 
the Russian men are slouched, pasty, 
unkempt, and, in most Western women's 
eyes, the ugliest men in Europe. And уе"... 

even the Russian men don't want expat 
women. Which leaves—exactly no one 

wanting expat women. That's right: no 
one, 

In order to survive, American women in 

Moscow try to adapt—at least those who 
want to keep a foot in the Darwinian lot- 

tery. Some start pouring on makeup and 
dressing like the local sluts, but somehow 

that makes them even more pathetic. Most 
get looser, much looser. 

They'll sleep with anyone. Even the 
eXile’s villain costar, the gas-bellied, balding 
Owen Matthews, boasts an entire shelf of 

American women trophies. It’s the saddest 
statement of expat female desperation— 
all those American girls that Owen con- 
quered. They submitted the way women in 

conquered lands submitted to their 

sweaty, barbaric conquerors in days of 
yore. And those were the lucky ones—at 
least they got laid by someone. 

One famous story tells of a USAID 
woman who complained to another 
friend, “It's gotten so bad here that I've 

resorted to licking pussy.” Other American 
women still hold out hope, They survive 
by casing certain expat-only bars where 
they prey on fresh-off-the-boat expat men 

who don't speak а word of Russian— 
they’re the only ones with whom she has a 

chance of building a relationship. Many 
just give up, focus on their jobs, sock away 
the hot dough like Downing, and return 
home to America where she’s back in the 

driver's seat. She’s comforted only by the 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Things That Do & Don’t Suck 

THE EXILE 
DECODING 

  

  = Fohide Factor! will you “do it tonight"? # = not even David Hasselhoff could score 

[here = Unless you carry 2 cell-phone and 2 wad of worthless GOs, you'll have 2 

‘tough time of ft wes = patrons here are like spider monkeys during mating seasons 

Youll have to pry them off your legs with a wood scraper 

  

  = Flathead Foctor! will you walk out alive? # = probably ## = comptmet thts club's 
gentlemen on the Euctidean flatoess of their heads, and they/ll let you live жж = do you 
betleve fo God? You might want to consider it before coming here   

  = Foom Factor! Will cheap-0 eXile readers afford the beer? # = $2-$3 per beer жя       = $455 perbeer ti = $6- $60,000   
  

thought that when Biff comes back, vengeance will be 

hers. Because when Biff shows up at JFK passport control, he's 
going to have ап ego-slashing time readjusting to 
America’s dry, flat, sexless narrative, It’s just one way that 

Russia, pretending to be overrun by the West, is quietly 
poisoning its “conqueror.” The same way that other “соп- 
querors”—Sweden, France, Germany—limped out of here 

squeaking in shock, emasculated forever. 
We published an article in the eXile spelling out these 

unpleasant truths. To this day, nearly the entire female 
expat community won't talk to us. Having the truth aired 
out in public like that was salt in the wounds—like piss 
ing in the wounds, blowing your nose in them, and laugh- 
ing the whole time. They didn’t appreciate that very 
much, 

bout a month after we launched the 2ХИе, I 

started getting a call from some kind of ner- 
vous American nerd asking how he could con- 
tribute to the newspaper, since he was a big fan. 

He stuttered when he spoke to me; he tried to drop hip 
expressions, but they came out wrong and forced. I did my 
best to put him off. I have a terrible prejudice about writ- 

ers who cold-call me—I assume that they must be worth- 

less if they're crawling up to me. It’s the same tried-and 

true formula that has led to a disastrous record in the field 

of long-term relationships with girls: If she wants me, 

something must be wrong with her. 

  

This guy had sent a letter to our [sic] page, a place for read 
ers to submit themselves to open abuse in exchange for an 

eXile T-shirt, and signed his name “Johnny Chen.” 1 thought 

the name was a joke or a pseudonym, since few people sent us 

letters using their real names. About a month after that, he 

called me again, and asked if he could pick up his eXile [sic] 
T-shirt. 1 told him to come by after work that day, so that I 

would miss him. Another fear of mine is that anyone who 

comes to our office has one intention: to murder me for 
things I've written, 

The next day, I asked Marcus, who was in the office when 

this “Johnny Chen” came by, what he looked like. I'd expected 
some nerd surfer-type with a soccer hairdo. Chen had some 
of that coastal California inflection, although he'd clearly 

been excluded from the crowd 

Marcus shrugged. “Oh, I don’t know. He looked like some 
normal Asian-American guy.” 

“You mean he’s really a Johnny Chen?” 

Marcus turned and laughed, adjusting his gold wire- 
eah, he's really a ‘Johnny Chen? He also 

asked me to leave this for you to read. I’m sure he’s the writer 
you've been dreaming of and more.” 

Marcus handed me a large manila envelope addressed to 
“Mark Ames” in large letters. 

  

rimmed glasse 

  

I didn’t open it for another few months, assuming that it 
was an attack on me. | put it on our desk, and let it serve as 
the bottom layer upon which several layers of paper sediment 
built and built, especially after Taibbi joined. 
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Then disaster struck the eXile, Owen, who wrote club 
reviews for us under the pseudonym “Robert Plant,” got 
worse and worse as a writer. Not only did he never get his 
Pieces in on time (once he handed his piece to us through 
the barred-window grill on deadline night—he was so late 
that the security guards wouldn't let him in), but he even 
wrote reviews on clubs and bars that he never visited. And 
every piece was the same: Russian-managed bars sucked and 
lacked taste, and Western-style clubs were signs of hope. 
Readers complained 

Just as Taibbi and I were trying to figure out what to do, 

I got another call from Johnny Chen. 
“You never answered me, Mark. Just tell me yes or no. 

Don't you realize that you're passing up an opportunity?” 
I looked through the bars in our window, across the 

courtyard, and up to the roof. We were located on the 
ground floor of a residential apartment block, a horseshoe 
of ¢ight-story buildings. This crazed gook’s probably 
Oswalding me from the roof across the way, with a cell- 
phone and a scope-rifle. 

“Look, | understand your newspaper better than anyone,” 
he went on. “It’s basically Revenge of the Nerds, But you guys 
aren't the real thing. I've seen you and Taibbi—you look like 

a pair of wrestlers. You guys aren't the real thing, you know, 
Iam. I can give you an authentic dweeb’s view of Russian 
nightlife. All I ask for in exchange is one of your eXile press 
cards you guys have, so that [ can get into clubs and stuff 
free, and use it to impress girls. In return, let me write your 
club reviews. Let me at least try. Your Robert Plant guy 

sucks, and you know it. Everyone I talk to thinks he's a joke, 
and you're losing cred. But just think; What newspaper, any- 

where in the world, would ever hire a thirty-one-year-old 
Asian-American like me, a fucking information manager at 
a Big Five firm, to write their club reviews? You guys are 
always trying to buck convention and stuff, and you try to 

be hip by being unhip: Well, here's your chance to make 
nerd history. Think about it: If it can be proven that a guy 
like me can get laid and have a wild nightlife in Moscow, then 

literally ANYBODY can. That's what I tried to tell you in my 

letter you never read.” 
Goddamnit, he was right! | mean, only if he could write. 

But fuck it, even if Chen couldn't write, we'd use his persona, 

publish his picture, and edit the hell out of it, just to bring 

the Moscow Decadence myth to a new level. Chen wouldn't 

be the first shitty writer we'd used for the sake of using 

crazed, shitty writers: Bobby Brown, the totally mad New 

Jersey expat who runs a pirate video rental store out of his 

apartment, faxes us his trademark video reviews, Brown was 
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a short Italian who always wore unbuttoned shirts showing 
off his gold medallion. If you went to his apartment to take 
а video, he'd keep you for hours recounting every Steven 
Segal or Jean-Claude Van Damme film, comparing them to his 
own experiences fighting off armed bandity with his feet 

and fists. Brown would lose a writing competition to Koko the 

gorilla .. . and yet, he became a literary legend in the eXile. 

Chen, therefore, had a lot of room in which to maneuver. 

His first review was about a disastrous evening out to a 

strip joint called Rasputin. The short Chechen club manager 
was so sure that Chen was a fraud posing as a journalist that 

he set him up, He sat Chen down at a barstool and 

motioned one of the girls to join him for a drink. When the 

aging red-haired stripper-whore sat next to Chen for some 

light conversation, she ordered a glass of champagne, then 
later walked. The barman presented the Chenster with the 

bill: $150 for the glass of champagne, $20 for each gin and 
tonic that the manager had offered him. 

Chen threw a fit. He told the barman that he refused to 
pay, The barman called a manager over, a different manager 
than the Chechen, who said he had no idea that Chen had 

been invited as a journalist/guest. The Chechen was gone for 

the night. Meaning, pay up, bub. Chen threw a fit. He told 
them he was leaving, like it or not. They could take him out 

back and beat him, but he wasn’t going to victim to a shit 
Bangkok scam like that. For some strange reason, they 
backed down, an example of the kind of luck that Chen has 
had ever since moving to Moscow. 

When he came into the office to deliver his Rasputin 

piece, 1 was shocked at whom we'd hired as our Voice OF 

Hipness: Chen's longish, parted black hair, square wire- 
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rimmed glasses, and beige corduroy pants, and a slight 
pigeon-toed slouch, spoke of years of halfheartedly mastur- 
bating by the computer table. In person, he was much shier 

and tongue-tied, although on the phone and in print, his 
voice reflected at least a good working knowledge of coastal 
California slang. 

Chen started living up to his promise as the approaching- 

middle-age-nerd who shamelessly groped his way into cor- 
poreal heaven, He abused his press card as much as possible. 
He'd flash it in everyone’s face, and it paid. At first, [ thought 

his tales of sexual conquest were exaggeration, but once, 1 
saw him at a club crudely French-kissing two teenagers. 

They weren't cute, but they were alive. 1 found myself even 

getting sort of pissed off. The bastard! Leeching off our 

sweat and tears for his cheap thrills! Then Chen started dab- 

bling in heavy drugs. Dabbling? More like Hovering them off 
anyone and anything he could find. When Chen came into 
our offices, we had to hide everything. Piles of phenamine, 

normally sitting out by our computers on production night, 

would suddenly be locked into the cupboards. Even our 
female sales staff hid. 

Later, it was Chen's famous “rape” review of a club, in 

which he allegedly wrote about how he raped а girl who'd 
fallen off the bartop at the Hungry Duck and into his arms, 
that sparked Stanford professor, Carnegie Endowment 
honcho and Clinton administration tool Michael McFaul to 

begin his official ban-the-eXile campaign, Chen made 
headlines in every Russian-studies academic’s Internet mail 

programs. He became the subject of heated exchanges 
between journalists, and the focal point of a First 
Amendment debate, But more on that later... . 

Chen ate the publicity up. “Russian girls get really excited 
when they see your name in a newspaper,” he told me, spittle 

building on his lips. He'd carry laminated copies of the arti- 

cles with him into clubs and show them off. “I’m really glad 
that McFaul jerk attacked me. I’ve never scored so much 

pussy in my life!” 

hen the Hungry Duck bar and grill opened at the 
end of 1995, I remember thinking, There goes the 
neighborhood. America’s worldwide blandifica- 
tion effort had just planted a seedling in the cen- 

ter of Moscow. Moscow was still pretty barren at the time. It had 

akind of an Omega Man postapocalyptic feel: all those massive, 
heavy gray buildings, tombs of the mid-20th century. The store- 
fronts were still mostly dead, dimly lit—if at all—after dark. City 
lights came from the apartments, gloomy beige backlit curtains. 
The real commercial explosion that Moscow is now famous for 

  

didn’t take place until after the presidential elections in 1996. Up 

to then, it was still sort of a toss-up whether or not Moscow 
would succumb to the homogenizing influence of the West, or 
whether it would somehow fuck it up, slow it down. [had a latent 

fear that Га wake up one morning, and Moscow would be trans- 
formed into Atlanta, with microbreweries on every street corner, 

and sport utility vehicles with child safety seats clogging the 
streets. The way other once-interesting European cities decayed 
into blandness: Berlin, Prague; Paris. 

Prague is an excellent example. | saw what happened to 

Prague, how it became a safe, tourist-friendly, boring little addi- 

tion to the global village. Prague could have gone either way after 
the communists were thrown ош. In 1991 it was still a mess—a 
heavy element of the mid-20th century still suffocated the aver- 
age visitor: excess cement, crude architecture, and terrible food. 
But Prague had one advantage from the Western point of view: 
good, cheap beer. Cheap Beer meant that the Germans would 
never leave the place alone. Cheap Beer meant that fresh-out-of 
college Americans would make it their home away from home. 

The young Czechs were desperate to rush the EU frat house, and 

the Semester at Sea Americans Who shacked up there were effec- 

tive in steering Prague away from its suspicious, time-warped 
past and toward the familiar; something like Haight Street meets 

Reality Bites, If they haven't already met. 
‘There was another part—I couldn't much talk about it at the 

time, because when you're around Americans your whole life, 

you learn to censor yourself. Women. The Czech women . . . they 

just weren't happening. At their best, they looked like those 

Muppets from the film Willow. That Willow look is the more 
pure Slavic blood. But few had that pure Slavic blood. Too much 
‘Teutonic trash had fouled the gene pool, Bad skin, not like the 
baby’s ass complexion that most Russians have. Worse, the Czech 

women were already getting attitudes. They were spoiled by the 

oversupply of foreign tourists, making them as inaccessible to me 

as—well, as America. They began to acquire that cold, deter- 
mined expression. 

My Czech girlfriend, Radka, didn’t help much when it came to 

forming my opinion of her people. When I lived at the European 

Care Home, I'd wake up in the night to hear the loud hum of 
some vibrator under the sheets, She went through a dozen of 
them during our relationship. Mangled cucumbers collected 

under her pillow. She'd whisper things into my ear, playful lines 
that had once turned me on: “Daddy, what is this? Daddy? . . . 
Daddy, baby wants you to do that thing to те... ” It made me 

want to puke; sex was my enemy. Only the scabies mites saved me 

from having to respond sexually. 
‘We came to Prague together planning on making а quick 

buck, hiring some Slovak servants, but everything went bad, 
. 
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everything reverted to that familiar, awful Central 
European love-triangle script. It was a life without 
dignity, a small life. 

Russia wasn't like that—not in 1991, when I vis 
ited as a tourist. Russian women were uniformly 
prettier, and more accessible. I was a kind of White 
God stepping onto the shores of the Neva, I didn't 
take advantage of that situation—nothing in my 

American upbringing had prepared me for it—but 
the memory stayed with me, and gave me Hope in 
those long years of sexual famine. I dreamed often 
of Russian women: In my mind, they were exiles in 

a remote, abandoned colony from which there was 

no escape. If I could only get transported to their 
distant colony—if I could find a space shuttle to get 

me there, I was sure that they'd appreciate me more 
than the females on my own planet. 

I found a short-wave Russian-language radio 
station when I lived in Prague, and listened to the 

voice, although I didn’t understand the words. The 
melody—when Russian women speak, there is a 
melody, а song to their speech that is unlike any- 
thing else. Almost exaggerated girlishness. I imag- 
ined the announcer: her porcelain complexion, her 
soft round face, and eyes of surrender. 

So I dreamed of the East without telling myself 
exactly why, The West—that was my enemy 

The West meant creeping impotence. The West 
meant anesthetized famine. The West meant a 
cozy extinction. 

Reports filtered into Prague about how horrible 

Ukraine was, and how lucky we all had it. The 

bohemians’ CW was that we shouldn't complain 
about the lack of services and food choices, because 

compared to people in the former Soviet Union, we 

were living in Paradise. 
Farther to the east of the dreadful Ukraine was 

Russia, and Moscow. The nose-pierced CW 

Moscow was even worse: crime, filth, and, again, no 
food. Food was all that was on these progressive 
grunge-types’ minds. Russia's rep really put the fear 

of God into them. It was too authentically alien, 

whereas Prague was the safe simulation. Western 
visitors loathed Moscow, and hated the fact that the 
Muscovites fucked everything up (ie., they didn’t 

do things OUR way). From my point of view, as a 
refugee looking for a place to exile myself, a 
paradigm-refugee seeking an alternative universe, 
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Moby Dick 
Does Moscow 
By Jobhwny Cire 
  

‘The trony of it all was that | was crutsing in a rented white 4-deor Merc—the White, 
‘Merc in search of the White Whale. Delicious irony, ain't И? 

By now you may have guessed that the nightclub in question has something to do with 

legendary American novel Moby Dick, though I'd be reaching it tried to make 
‘Connection between the book and the club. Moby Dick Isn't exactly @ new chub, but it 

ра completely change 1 5295 ов a hab banc sca oan “underground” teh 
ub, one of several “underground” techno clubs that dot provincial Moscow (it only 
se quotes around “underground” had Java script fingers curling up and dowa), 

Hare 14 have tn sake р grin 20 tat readers oat Vere ники 

which think traces its roots to Dastoesky’s Hotes From The Underground, pub 
ed in the mid-1860s. Up until the grunge explosion of 1991, “underground” generalty| 

10а kind of aesthetic ог ежу that Mterally had to hide Ней underground in 
rer to avid serious sdal/epal consequences, incioing щеке. Fels, puns, 

nkies, homosexuals, skinheads, revolutionaries, artists whese works risked censorship 
Imprisonment-they and their circles were, until this decade, referred to as “under-| 

." But If the Wests good at one thing it’s in taking something once-considered dan- 
defanging it, and repackaging it tor commercial consumption, 

Hence, the 905 techno definition of the word “underground” wo longer refers to that} 
ch is dangerous, but rather that which |5 trendy, ome step ahead of the mainstream. It 

the better “underground” techno clubs In provincial Mescow. The nicest 

‘about Moby Dick is that It's a funny place. It’s located in the first 

‘on the side of a typical block apartment building: the stairwell lead- 

‘up to the chillout ts made up of these heavy cement steps that reek 

‘the FSU; and best of ail, the patrons can’t dance for shit. All except for 
‘One, who wore red overalls, white gloves and sunglasses, looked just 

Fred “Rerun” Stokes trom What's Happening!, while another, a woman 
the robot, reminded us of Yarnell trom Shields & Yarnell. 

‘But there's another reason to go. The kids—mostly under 18 years old—are а Belgian 
‘pedophiie’s dream come true. My nightclubbin’ companion, | 

in his earty 305 and wearing an orange linen biazer, went) 
Ay fishing near the billards table (yep, that's right—anoth- 
er Moscow club with billiards) and almost hooked 2 14-| 

year-old blondinka with barely budding breasts and the 

‘Cutest litle nase ring this side of Seattle. 
| wouldn't be fair if | didn’t talk about the really) 

bitchin DJs they had last Friday. They played some of the 

‘AS one girt in the skimpiest fttie dayglo miniskirt said to me, “I prefer Moby Deek to 
ch. It's more underground.” | guess that means that skimpy dayglo min!-skirts wilt be the 

‘this summer, That, and technodweebs imitating Rerun. 

See Bind Your Bones tor details
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Moscow's alienness made it an ideal escape. The more 
crazy laws and illogical, frustrating barriers that the 
Russian government put up to thwart foreign invest 

ment, the better for me. The more Westerners getting 

shot or having their business stripped away by the 
Mafia or corrupt officials, the more likely I'd be able to 

fit in. Less competition. Moscow was so far away from 

Prague, so inaccessible, that it had a chance of being 
spared, 

And now, smack in the middle of the jungle, some 

frat-boy podling had planted its roots and it called itself 
the Hungry Duck. There goes the paradigm, I thought 
despondently. 

refused to go to the Duck when it opened. When 
I heard that they were starting to advertise in 
Living Here, | was bummed. That meant 1 

couldn't trash them in our club and bar guide, 

since we were desperate for advertisers. A couple of 

months later, a Mexican lawyer friend of mine went 
there and reported to me how “these fucking frat-boy 
idiots at the Hungry Duck were tossing coasters at 

everyone, including me, thinking they're back in college 
. .. Lalmost decked one dude in a baseball cap, but 
someone pulled me away.” He has a similar disdain for 
ordinary people and their ordinary amusements. “I 

didn’t come to Russia just to wind up at a third-rate 

Chico State frat party. Jesus fuckin-A‘ 

As 1996 progressed, the nightlife scene in Moscow 

was getting bolder in every way. Ptyutch catered to 
underground techno drug fiends. You could score coke 
or E right there. More bars and dance clubs were open- 
ing, and the Russian girls had become noticeably more 
fashionable, confident, and drug-wise. The radical gap 
between the Russian girls of James's crowd—model- 
types in Italian boutique clothes—and the masses of 
girls who had to sneak into podyeady and basements or 
other people's apartments to party in the years up until 

96 was beginning to narrow. Moscow's nightlife was 
becoming larger and more democratic, Normally, that 
would fill Americans’ hearts with joy and hope—just 

the word “democratic.” But here, that meant debauch 
ery, drugs, and sexually transmitted diseases raised to a 
new level not seen since . . . well, not seen at all in my 

lifetime. Even the Duck was supposedly mutating into 
something medieval. 

The democratization of the nightlife led to Moscow 

becoming a city-state of depravity. We milked the 

     

    
  

A Fistful of Pain 
or How Can | Relax with this Phist in My Ass 

by Johnny Che 
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theme without shame or subtlety. It’s one of the things that made us famous. Why not? It was true, and it 
goes hand-in-hand with the moral and political corruption. When Newsweek and Time ran pieces in 
September of 1997 about “Moscow Decadence,” both magazines cited the eXile as a key source. A famous 
American TV correspondent came to Moscow in the fall of 1997, and stopped by our offices, allegedly to 
do an entire segment on the eXile. He repeatedly asked Taibbi whether or not clubs that we claimed were 
hotbeds of sexual activity actually existed. He wanted us to escort him around, to show him the ropes. He 
opened up our “Bar-Dak” bar and club section in the newspaper, and pointed to each club that had а high 
“fahkie factor.” Was it true? he demanded. Was it really that easy to get laid at those clubs? . .. He asked to 
meet Johnny Chen, but we were under obligation to protect him from too much publicity, so we said that 
Chen was оп vacation—even though he was probably sawing up а teenage girl who'd OD'd on his jones 
stash, sticking her bones in the basement incinerator, 

Later, when it became clear that his eXile piece wasn’t going to run on his network news show, a local 
production assistant admitted to me that the only reason he came to our offices was to find out how he 
could get laid in Moscow. “He read your newspaper when he got here, and he forced our bureau intoa panic 
to arrange an interview, We had to rally everyone, get the tapes, the cameramen. All because he wanted to 
get laid in Moscow. He's a fucking pig,” Her voice had that clenched, pent-up contempt that you often hear 
from American women here. 

The piece never ran, but the Anchorhead came back again as the crisis in Russia exploded the following 
summer, and interviewed the eXile about . . . you guessed it... the dub scene, 

When the eXile hit the streets, our English-language competitors, the Moscow Times and Tribune, were 
developing plans to copy our bar and club guide. But they were at a disadvantage: they had to maintain that 
respectable, paper-of-record veneer, So the Moscow Times started up an entertainment section called “МТ 
Out,’ with the dub guide named “Going Out.” The Tribune soon followed with their “Time Out” section, 
including a club and bar guide with short, quasi-racy descriptions to match ours. 

When it was obvious they were stealing the eXile’s guide idea, to the point of mentioning sex and drugs 
in their reviews, we added a feature that no one could steal: the “fahkie factor,” a three-star rating system on 

how easy it is to score in a given establishment. We figured the hell with it, no point in being clever and indi- 
rect: there’s only one reason why people go to a bar, and that’s to get laid. The icon pictured those Olympic 
stick figures in doggie-style sex; one star meant no chance, two stars meant that if you carried a couple 

cellphones or waved your passport around and offered false promises of marriage and citizenship, you 
might get lucky, and three stars signified that you'd have to zap the sex-starved patrons off your legs with a 

cattle prod if you wanted to keep yourself from getting raped. . . . There was no way to gear the guide 
equally toward men and expat women. | talked to several expat women and fished for advice, but all admit- 
ted that there wasn’t a single club in Moscow that expatellas considered a premier spot for finding quality 

men. So, for the sake of professional accuracy, we airbrushed expat women out of the nightlife picture. 
Because of our cynicism, I earned the rep of a common pervert (Taibbi was spared somewhat, since he 

covered more “serious” topics). 

Once, we interviewed a potential journalist, a graduate of Wellesley College. She arrived at our offices 

dressed very much the part of a New England woman with a higher education: severe sweater, horn- 

rimmed glasses, no makeup, flat voice. . .. And black. Well, mulatto, At the end of the interview, she told 

me, “You know, you're really different than what I'd imagined. I thought you'd have an open silk shirt and 

a big medallion in your hairy chest. But you're much different.” 
‘We fired her after one issue. 
It was and still is strange for me to believe that anyone could take me for even an aging skirt-chaser, a 

kind of Burt Reynolds of Moscow. Nothing could have been further from the truth. When I lived in 

‘America, it wasn’t uncommon for me to go an entire year without sex. I never really understood the game. 

I just found the whole American courtship ritual terrifying. When you first meet a woman there, you are 
assumed to be an HIV-positive, razor-wielding stalker. Your first task is to convince her that you're harm- 
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CHAPTER SIX 

less, But not too harmless—that would be boring. You've got to 
have some kind of angle as well, something that implies you're 
dangerous and unique—in a safe way, I never quite got how to 

modulate between those two poles, 

I got worse and worse at it as time went оп. Being unemployed 

and 25 was bad; 26 and living with your Czech girlfriend, her 

mother, and two geriatric patients in their nursing home was 
worse; 27 and still unemployed made me too authentically dan- 
gerous, taking me completely out of the contest. I just couldn’t 

fake it, and American women have excellent noses for distin- 
guishing between affected psychopaths and real ones. 

Even before, even when I was in college and viable, I still 

failed. If fear didn't hold me back, then logic did: I just didn’t see 

the upside to it all. I'd been in love once—that’s a long story. 1 

had a few dates—they never lasted long, usually because I'd dis- 

cover something about them that repulsed me: a rank box, bud- 
ding wrinkles, bony knuckles. . . . If 1 got laid, I didn’t feel the 

pride of a conqueror. In fact, just the opposite: the minute I'd 
ejaculate, I'd plunge into depression, often ordering my dates to 

leave immediately. It got to the point where I understood exact- 
ly what Soviet serial murder Anatoly Slivko meant when he 
described his state of mind after sex with his wife: “Nausea, 

despair, tears.” 

Slivko was executed for kidnapping young boys in their 
Pioneer uniforms and hanging them on meat hooks while film- 
ing, then later masturbating to those films. My fetishes were 

tamer, but Slivko and I were in the same ballpark when it came 
to post-coital depression, 

1 arrived in Russia after nine dry months. Two years earlier, 

when I visited the Soviet Union as a tourist, [ had a brief affair. 

Her name was Olga. Memories of her kept me going during the 
Jong famine between 1991 and 1993, Even the few times I'd fuck 
my Czech girlfriend, scabies crawling all over us, I'd think of 
Olga. I'd sometimes fantasize that it was Olga who gave me the 

scabies, and, therefore, that her blood and mine were mixing in 
their mandibles. It was the only way 1 could live with them. 

1 looked to Russia as my savior, a place where love was still 
possible. My affair with Olga was used as evidence to convince 

me. I filtered her through the characters of Russian novels I'd 
read and reread: Dostoyevsky, Gogol, Solzhenitsyn, Limonov. . . 
I consumed those novels as а means of escaping the bleak pre- 
sent, and, I see now, as a means of preparing my eventual move. 

Intelligence work. 

1 paid a lot of attention to the women in those Russian novels. 
‘They were so unlike the ironic, self-conscious American women 

that I knew—so drastically unlike them that I didn’t believe that 
they existed. For an American, it's hard to believe that other white 
people could be different from us. Russian women couldn't pos- 

sibly be wildly capricious or slavishly self-sacrificing or self- 
destructive or quietly obedient. 

Even physically it was hard to picture them. I didn't believe that 
they could have “gray eyes” and “ruddy cheeks” as they were often 
described. . . . Where I came from, people had blue or brown or 

fake green eyes and sun-poisoned, crusty-complexioned chins. 
But then I came to the Soviet Union and saw for myself that, to 

quote from Malcolm X, “I say you been tricked! You been had! 

Bamboozled! Hoodwinked! Thrown for a loop! .. .” 

My stepfather’s friend lined up my visa, and an Américan con- 

tact in Moscow. The contact was the former manager of his wine- 

distributing business, a Californian named ‘Ted Krashenko. Ted 

met me at the airport in Moscow, bless him, He pulled me out of 
the crowd of menacing petty criminals in cheap leather jackets, 
stinking of sour cigarette smoke, and rushed me to his Chevrolet 
pickup in the airport parking lot. 

‘Ted was in his early thirties, slightly balding, with a pock- 
marked complexion masked by twice-weekly visits to the tanning 

booth, and slow-witted. He dressed in that post-frat boy Dockers 

way that clearly marked him as an American—as key to sexual 

success at the time as a great plume of feathers is to a peacock. 
On my first night after moving here, September 9, 1993, Ted 

took me straight from the airport to the Arbat Blues Club, the 
only expat live music hangout in Moscow at the time. I didn’t 

even have time to shower. 
‘That Chevy pickup was Ted’s own. Probably one of five pick- 

ups in Moscow in 1993, He drove me from his high-rise apart- 
ment near the MosFilm Studios to the center of town, behind the 
Arbat. | didn’t get it at first. | expected Moscow to be completely 
barren and alien, and here he was, excitedly talking up this “blues 

club.” We got out of the car, and walked a couple of blocks, past 
abandoned one-and-two-story 19th century houses, down nar- 
row lanes. And then came to a club. I looked at those lopsided 
Tsarist-era houses and fantasized about what went on in there: а 
lonely daughter, a mad poet, someone smoking a bowl of Kyrgyz 
opium. ... 

It was a club all right: no different than, say, a blues club in 
Prague. White, aging, beer-bellied blues. A front room bar area, 
stacked with lawn furniture, serving iced beer. And а black-lit 
band room, with a large dance area, and a stage, with lights, 
sound, and an it band belting out harmless party songs. 
“Виде, Sally riiiiide!” 

Ted introduced me to a dozen or so expats. They were kinder 
to me than the people back home. They assumed that I was one 
of them, on their side—a besieged noble living reluctantly among 
the savages. 1 tried to be polite, although I wanted out. I wanted 
to roam the streets, and not be stuck in this too-familiar blues bar. 
Ted led me into the dance-hall area. | was immediately struck by 
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the change in Russian girls from 1991 to 1993: they were looking 
more familiar, more Western . .. less desperate ... which was bad 
for me, I knew, 

Ted prodded me out to the dance floor, I felt so stupid. 1 
couldn't believe I'd traveled 7,000 miles . . . for this. It was like 
being at L.A. Rocks in my hometown suburb, or С.В. Hannigan’s 
Bar & Grill, or a zillion other idiotic places. 

“The only good thing about living in this fucking city is the 
girls,” he told me, yelling into my саг. I smiled and nodded my 
head. “Usually you can score if you're American,” he continued. 

He pointed to a pair of girls, reasonably attractive but cold in 

the eyes. 
“Let's dance with them,” he said, I wavered, but he pressed me. 

“You know, Mark, I'm really glad to have someone like you here, 
someone my age who I can meet chicks with.” 

ГА come expecting just to fall into some Dostoyevsky narra~ 
tive, and here I was, in a bad frat house, . . 

‘Ted made an obvious, almost goofy move to get in front of one 
of the two girls to start dancing with her. | felt 1 had to do it for 
‘Ted—l owed him. It was my rent payment. | started coolly Чапс- 
ing up around the other side, trying not to look too interested so 
as not to scare her away (unsuccessful tactic perfected in the 27 
‘Years’ War of Attrition back in California), I wanted to sneak up 
‘on her so that, once she found me dancing in front of her, it 
wouldn't be as though I'd tried to. That's the big crime where I 
come from: showing that you care. They'll lock you up in your 

room for 27 years for that! Anyway, the Russian girl looks at me— 
1 flash what is probably an unnerving attempt at a smile that 
comes off more like a rabid mountain gorilla baring its teeth. ... 
Immediately, she turns away, spins around, and starts dancing 
with her back to me, moving toward the opposite side of the floor, 

Ted grabbed me with an embarrassed look on his face and said, 
“Don't worry, Mark, she’s a bitch. Some of these Russian chicks 
have attitudes now. Forget about it.” 

I remember thinking: “Wait . . . that wasn’t supposed to 
happen! I just failed!” 

АВ, my oh my, I hadn't left California at all. The very concept 
of escape was flawed from the beginning. Moscow would be over- 
run just as quickly as Prague was, Fukayama was right. The End 

of History meant the End of Mark’s Sexual History. Time to head 
to the American Embassy and turn myself in. 

On my second night in Moscow, Ted took me to another party, 

‘That's where I met Polina. 
‘The party was held at Park Place, a Western-amenities 

office/apartments biosphere, one of about five or six Western 
biospheres that dotted what was then Moscow's bleak, pre- 

boomtown Blade Runner landscape. | remember being shocked 

bya lot of things that night, not the least of which was the incred- 
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ibly sub-par collection of chinless bores, The American guys were 
uniformly geeks—baloney sandwich and Topsiders types—while 
the American girls were plain, lumpy, loud, fixated on “the local 
market" talk. ... One guy bragged to me about how he'd been in 
a barbershop quartet back at college, and he was trying to put one 

together here, too, 

Thad a naive notion before coming to Moscow that the expats 

here would either be high-powered suits, or brainy Slavophile 

types. Instead, Moscow got the sub-middle of America, the ones 

who weren't even trying. 

Among all this bland human furniture, one corner of beauty 
stood out: a group of four Russian girls, one of whom was Polina. 

Betore 1 met her, I'd watched an incredible scene, the kind of 
thing I've seen many times since, but only here in Russia. Some 
pinched, chinless middle-aged American manager was chasing 
his tall 18-year-old dyevueshka around—she clearly didn’t care for 
him much. She was wearing a brand-new pair of white and baby 
blue Reebok sneakers, courtesy of Sugar Daddy. In 1993, Reeboks 
really meant something. Sugar Daddy flipped out when some 

younger, healthier American started dancing with his girl, Sugar 
Daddy had lost all sense of proportion: he slugged the luckless 
competitor, then tried grabbing his dyev for some hugging and 
kissing. She rolled her eyes and walked off with her friends, laugh- 

ing. Не had О. J. Simpson written all over his face: it was clear he 

was going to lose her. ... 
But what interested me was that he had had the chance to 

spend even one precious week, or night, with this goddess, this 
Titian painting. ... She was at her prime; 18, long golden hair, 
bright green eyes, slender legs like a doe’s, I smelled her as she 
walked past: vanilla and light body odor. No aging American man 

can allow that to slip through his fingers, I'd be surprised if today, 
her head isn’t sealed in a glass jar, hidden in Sugar Daddy’s closet, 
while the rest of her body has been taxidermized and stuffed 
under Sugar Daddy's bed. . . . 

Then I met Polina. She had a wonderfully bright smile, And 
gray eyes. And ruddy cheeks. She talked literature with me, We 
‘went out for dinner. I was so shocked that a woman could make 
my heart race like that again .. . | was sure I was in love. She called 

me late at night after our first date and kept me on the phone for 

two hours, telling me that she didn’t want to be alone. I didn’t get 
the hint—even though it wasn't really a hint—it was more like an 

air-raid siren screaming at me to come over to her house and 
fuck. But . . . look, I was stupid. I was just coming out of a coma. 

‘Twenty-seven years of coma. 

Polina and 1 dated a few more times. I wanted to take things 
slowly. | wanted to live out the literary romance. But I was awk- 
ward and hesitant, behavior which is supposed to win you the 
Jead girl in the movies, but which, particularly here in Russia, is as 
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charming to a woman as farting, After a week, Polina had had 

enough of me. She'd roll her eyes at everything 1 said. She was 
always distracted. I took her once to see a play, an English version 
of the Brothers Karamazov at the Chekhov theater; she walked 

out before intermission, leaving me alone. We went out fora din- 

ner; she saw an old boyfriend, and left me to join him. She 

wouldn't even kiss me good-bye. Then she arranged to meet me 
оп а date and never showed, 1 remember her snickering as she 

arranged our meeting place. 
This is when I learned the word dinamit. It means to 

“dump"—or, as the surfers in my hometown would say, to 

“shine.” Only dinamit is crueler; you shine the person by explic- 
itly arranging to meet them at a certain place, never intending to 
show up, and you repeat the performance until the moron fig- 

ures out that you don’t want to see him. 

“It was a good experience”—that's how my spin doctors 
described it, They kept my devastated interior hidden from the 

public for months, for fear of panicking the markets. 
I was shortly rescued by Suzanne. She came to Moscow as a 

student. And was probably getting dissed by the other students in 

favor of the dyevs. But for me, Suzanne was the Savior: dolphin- 

tight body, smooth and well-proportioned. Two months after we 
started dating in Moscow, she returned to Belgium to finish her 
degree. That put me in a difficult position: remain true to a 

‘Westerner, thereby going against one of the very tenets of my 
Russia-paradigm exile, or abandon her and thus, my last connec- 
tion to the West. 

In the spring of 1994, when 1 was in Sochi trying to arrange a 
corrupt trade deal with my Mauritian Indian partner and a 

director for a local chain of retail stores, | almost had my first 
affair. I was in the hotel lobby of the Sochi Radisson-Lazurnaya 
Hotel, discussing with Ravi and Nikolai Ivanovich how we were 

going to bilk Ivanovich's state firm out of thousands of dollars 
and stuff them into our pockets. Nikolai Ivanovich, a young, 
blond-haired hustler who always wore white button-down shirts 

and white slacks, charmed our cocktail waitress into falling for 

me. He told her that I couldn't stop talking about her. He said 

that I wanted to take her to America with me. Nikolai Ivanovich 

had a big laugh over the whole thing. He wanted to soften up his 
American partner-in-crime. And like sheep to the slaughter, the 

dyevushka was charmed. 
Later, the cocktail waitress met me in a park across the street, 

after the lobby bar closed. It was after midnight. A light breeze 
blew up from the Black Sea. It was warm and humid. We sat on 

a bench, beneath a willow tree. | made a move—she began heav- 

ing and breathing heavily. She was ready to let me fuck her right 
on the bench . . . but something grossed me out, Maybe it was 
that bolt-sized mole on her neck, or the burnt odor from her 

cheap platinum hair dye. 1 literally dry-heaved while we were 
kissing, 1 couldn't take it, and eventually left, 

Nine months after 1 moved to Russia and just a few weeks 

before I was supposed to visit Suzanne in Brussels, | made my 

move. Her name was Stasya. She was ordinary-looking and 

undemanding, slightly dumpy, with a bulbous nose and a big 

smile—and nineteen. Gray eyes, ruddy cheeks. Stasya had that 
spark of life in her. She liked to drink a fruity liqueur called Misty 
and hang out in parks and make fun of people. And have sex. She 
was planning to move away from Russia to meet up with her 
American boyfriend. We had a month before she was set to leave 

Moscow to meet him—some spoiled skate rat whose rich father 
ran a US. government-funded project in Kharkov, Before mov- 
ing, Stasya wanted to have fun with me. She was a good teacher. 

She put me into the metaphor with Russian women. I learned а 
few “secrets of success with Russian girls”: like how to be cruel 
and yet impulsively romantic; and how to demand what you 
want from them when you want it, sex or otherwise. How to rape 
them, basically. 

Suzanne vanished from my screen, That was that. 

After that, | briefly dated a Cossack girl who loathed sex but 

submitted anyway. She'd lay on her back and grimace while 1 

slithered away on top of her. 
Then | hooked into James’s crowd, where I met Lydia, five- 

foot-ten, long black hair and Cleopatra bangs—a real baroness of 
darkness. 

1 danced with her at a new disco, back when there were still 
few discos. We kissed on the dance floor, Later, | saw another one 
of James's earl-level friends, a kraut named Hakim, corner Lydia 
and try kissing her. She stood passively still, and didn't push him 

away. Then she returned to me. I pretended not to notice. 
She asked me to accompany her and her friend, Tanya, home 

ina taxi. agreed. We dropped Tanya off, and then, heart beating, 
I suggested we stop off at my place. 

“Why didn't you just say that earlier?” she laughed. 
‘We came back to my apartment, and she immediately started 

to undress in my bedroom. I was surprised, but I kept quiet, tak- 
ing off my clothes. Naturally, my sock got stuck on my foot, and 
1 nearly tripped over. 

“One minute,” she said, kissing те. She went into the 
shower, and came back five minutes later, towel around her 

body. 
She lay down in bed next to me. I hesitated. Then I made a 

move. She heaved, breathed heavily, then pushed me off 
of her. 

“No, I can't, Mark. I've never done this before.” 
But I was partially trained up by this time. L attacked her, forc- 

ing open her legs. Her resistance couldn't even be described as 
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token. She was clearly grateful that | was coming off as the 
aggressor. ... After that, we slept together a few times—t'd never 
been with someone who was as dramatic in bed as her, moaning 
and crying, 

Lydia and 1 didn’t last long. 
On a boys’ night out with James's crowd, the subject of girls 

came up. Specifically, the subject of Lydia. 

James smiled mischievously, put his arm around me, and 
asked, “Who among us has already slept with Mark’s Lydia?” 

‘Three French guys raised their hands. Laughter. 
“Okay, now: who has fucked Lydia without a condom?” James 

asked. Again, three Gallic hands sky-high, and more swinish 
laughter, 

“Okay, now for the big question: who has fucked her in 
the ass?” 

Again, three hands WAY up high, transforming into 
clumsy EU high fives. 

That was it. I never spoke to Lydia again. 

That experience depressed me. Especially when I factored 
in everything my Russian friends had told me about their 
dyevushki, “Never, ever trust them, Mark. They'll fuck 
whomever they want. Russian girls are never loyal 10 а man. 

They're only loyal to their caprices. They take what they 
want.” 

It made me miss Suzanne. Terribly. So 1 groveled back to 

her over the telephone. We had long telephone conversa- 
tions. | apologized for my sins. I was a bastard. We agreed to 
meet in Brussels, at her parents’ apartment, then from there, 
move to Moscow together. When we spoke, I recognized 
some change in her voice, She'd become more ironic. She 
wanted to talk about sex. About vibrators. Bisexual anec- 
dotes. It should have clued me in—that the dolphin had 
swum away. But I edited that out. 

‘We met up in Brussels. She didn’t want to come meet me 

at the airport. I took a train to her metro stop, and hauled 

my suitcase up to her apartment. She coldly greeted me. We 

lay down in her bed. The first thing 1 noticed was that she'd 
lost her dolphin-skin compactness. Flesh moved. And her 

cunt—it wasn’t glovelike, I finished сапу, and she slapped 
my shoulders. “No! Don’t! Don't cum!” 

Afterward, in the light, 1 saw that she had developed 
wrinkles around her mouth. The wrinkles of someone who 

had been getting fucked. 
‘We fought bitterly. She wouldn't confess more than a few 

details. A German doctor was all she'd admit. A German! 

Jesus Christ! They were probably doing things like pissing in 

each other’s mouths, icky bourgeois Euro-decadence! Ugh! 

Anyway, I caved. She moved in with me, but our relation- 
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ship was bitter and unsatisfying. From then until just before 
the eXile was launched, we were essentially living out the 

doomed expat relationship—I had the occasional affair, and 

was constantly frustrated by the affairs 1 didn’t ha 
‘Then came 1997, the year we started up the eXile, Suzanne 

and I broke up. And 1 broke out. That person who was holed 

up in the upstairs bedroom at his father's suburban house, 
tugging on a decreasingly responding organ, reading books 
about serial murderers in order to find clues about himself . . 

that person was a bad memory, packed away somewhere in 
the cellophane and cobwebs of my fatty brain cells. 

Now, I’m embarrassed to admit sexual success—out of 

respect for that long famine I endured. | had grown used to my 

failure. I was proud of occupying the basement. Between 1965 
and 1993, no one had it worse than me. It made mea one-man 
comic routine, although the hours were tough. When you're 

used to failing for so long, you wind up taking pride in it, and 
despising everyone who has it good. You develop an entire 
moral system based on the alleged benefits of failure. Pailure 

has its aesthetic virtues, for one. But now that’s changed, and 

while my body is grateful, my mind is a little less so: I'd spent 
years writing from the point of view of a failure, and now... 
After four years in Russia, I’ve had to do a little editing of the 

memory—editing of that Failure Bible I'd penned in my head. 
It wasn't my fault—all that failure. As the evidence shows, it 

‘was America’s fault. Just as certain plants or animals wither 

and die when placed in the wrong environment, so I 
was doomed in America. I’m a cold-weather plant. A cold- 
weather poppy. 

  

he year that the eXile was born, the Hungry Duck 
had irrevocably mutated from its humble 

mainstream inception into a vomit-drenched, blood 

and-semen-stained Gomorrah that is constantly 

under threat of closure from horrified public officials, rival 

corrupt police departments, and predatory mafia gangs who'd 

like to get a piece of the action. 
Every night, the place is packed wall-to-wall with out-of- 

control Russians and thrill-seeking expats. The Russians 
who come to the Duck are not the most beautiful, wealthy, or 

educated. They are usually lumpenprole types who come 

with a purpose: to drink themselves blind, dance on the bar 
counter, find someone to fuck, and somewhere along the line 
make time for a fistfight or two. I have never been there with- 
out seeing some saloon-style brawl, which goes invariably like 

this: 
Scene One: misunderstanding between two heavily inebri- 

ated Russians 
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Scene То: skipping the usual 15-minute American-style 
“come on, I dare you!” fists and boots immediately fly, 

CUT TO: two more fights break out, then two more—no fewer 
than four more fights always accompany the core fight 

Scene Three: one is knocked to the floor, and begins to receive 

the inevitable boot-kicks to the temple, a specialty of Russian 
fighting 

Scene Four: Hungry Duck security arrives—these guys are 

trained special forces thugs who handpick two or three combat- 
ants and proceed to pummel them mercilessly, usually with body 

blows so as to avoid leaving sears 
Scene Five: unlucky combatants are pacified, dragged down: 

stairs, and given a good thrashing in the gated courtyard in front 
of the Duck. Blood slicks on the floor and walls are soon washed 
away by flying beer and vomit, 

Tes all т а night’s fun. 
The Duck was a steady advertiser when I was at Living Here, 

and an even more solid client of the eXile. The owner, 
Canadian national Doug Steele, even offered to fund the eXile 

at its inception, but at the time I thought it was wiser to work 
with an experienced publisher who had the whole infrastruc- 
ture set up. Nonetheless, most people closely identify the Duck 
with the eXile, which works fine for both of our businesses, 
even if it isn’t true. 

One time we managed to offend our readers so much that 
Doug threatened to pull his advertising. Taibbi had ran an 
over-the-top photo in one of his mock-serious editorials, this 
one extolling the viability of investing in the eXile at a time 
when the Russian stock market was in a free fall. In the editor- 
ial, Taibbi printed a picture of a woman with a champagne bot- 
tle sticking out of her ass as an example of the kinds of things 
we are willing to print in order to ensure that people read the 
eXile, since no other publication would print such pictures. 
The point of the article was, invest in the eXile, because we'd do 
anything it took to get you a high ROI, return on investment. 

It was a great joke that incited the whole expat community 

to revolt with a kind of torches-and-rakes lynching frenzy that 

had been brewing for months. Advertisers pulled, including, or 
so he threatened, Doug from the Duck. The community was 
momentarily bound together in their indignation toward the 
eXile. You knew that if you upset Doug, you must have really 
gone too far. Taibbi felt terrible about it: he fell into one of his 
self-hating funks, promising never to do it again, although five 
minutes later, he'd bark, “Fuck 'em!” 

When Taibbi and I went to visit Doug to kiss-up, he laughed 
and said it was no big deal. He'd received about twenty phone 
calls from friends and patrons, asking how he could associate 
with or advertise in a newspaper that printed such smut. 

“The problem is that everyone thinks | have a piece of the 

eXile,” Doug told us, laughing. 
Shortly after, Doug created a special Hungry Duck version 

of Ladies’ Night that made our champagne bottle seem like 
bathroom graffiti in comparison, Ladies’ Night is another 
word for rape camp, On Ladies’ Night, only girls (generally 

ages 12 through 25) are allowed in, while all men are kept at 
bay from 7:00 рм. to 9:00 рм, The girls are offered free drinks, 

as much and as fast as they can down them. Not just offered 

free drinks, but pumped full of free drinks. ... Russiarts aren't 
known for their moderation when it comes to liquor; your 

average five-foot-one dyev could put any NFL lineman under 
the table, The point of Ladies’ Night is to get the girls as drunk 
as possible in a two-hour period, then to open the floodgates 
to the guys and let the rape camp festivities begin. It was a bril- 

liant idea to raise the volume of vomit and semen to levels yet 

unseen even in the Duck. 

‘Taibbi and I were invited to be guest bartenders at the sec- 
ond Ladies’ Night. I'd never bartended before, and I was kind 

of nervous. A half hour before Ladies’ Night began, we met 
with the night manager, Craig, a 32-year-old Southern 
Californian whose Joe Biden-like baldness would have severely 

limited his sexual opportunities at home, but who, here in 
Moscow, seems to have a new teenager every week in his apart- 

ment, The night we met him, he showed us two 18-year-old 
blond ballerinas from Siberia staying in his apartment, He 
described them dancing around his kitchen, giggling and 
prancing “like a pair of does.” You can't shut Craig up when it 
comes to sexual braggadacio. 

At 6:50 рм., we took these bendable, neon-liquid sticks, 
waved them around to get them all neon-y, then passed them 
out to the girls, while security cleared the men from the bar 
and made them wait at the door, All except for the table of 
drunken interior ministry cops—they could stay and rape 

whomever they liked. 
At first I was nervous, then I realized—I could do whatever 

the fuck I wanted. Between 7:00 and 9:00, I drank more liquor 
than any of my customers except one: a short 16-year-old 

named Alla, my intended victim. She had the Lolita factor 
going, with these cute fluorescent buttons pinned all over her 
sweater top and her hippie Вана. I found it touching, and 
served her up with three back-to-back triple tequila fizzes, then 
a straight-up tequila and a rum and coke chaser. We kissed 
across the bar table, much to the disgust of Taibbi, who was 
frantically running around the bar making sure that the cus- 
tomers were satisfied. He was on his way to earning an 
Employee of the Month plaque. 

‘That night, 1 must have drunkenly slobbered into seven or 
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eight different teenage mouths, A few of them had vomit trick 

ling from their lips. There were puddles of vomit outside the 
women's bathroom, and a kind of river of vomit coming out of 
the stalls. Underaged girls were harshing in the men’s bath 
room as well. You needed 

At 9:00 рм., the men poured in, ready to pounce on the 

weakened girls, Fights broke out, heads were kicked. I saw Alla 
get on the bar counter and make out with some sweaty Russian 

jerk in a Chess King silk shirt. Then she swapped spit with 

galoshes to get around there. 

some 40-year-old cop, before breaking away. She tried to jump 
from the outer bar counter to the inner bar top, where the beer 

taps were. The only problem was a deep, four-foot moat, the 

area where the bartenders walked between pouring beers and 
er to inner bar, Alla    serving customers. In mid-flight from ош 

disappeared. All I saw was her head drop. About five minutes 
later, a bartender picked her up. She was woozy. Her teeth bled 
a little, but otherwise she was fine. One of the bartenders stood 

шее. 
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her on the countertop. She wobbled a bit, then right away 
started kissing someone else and grabbing his crotch 

  

nkest and the 
youngest that I could see. We went back to my place before 

I stuck with her because she was the 

midnight and had a bizarre, not entirely satisfying round of 
sex, which left me with severe bite wounds on my stomach 
chin, and tongue. 

A few days later, she came to meet me with two of her 
friends, one who was also 16, and another, Natasha, who 
looked even youn 

  

Russian law states that any woman 16 or over is eligible: if a 
5 
is still legal, so long as she didn't prove to you that she’s under 16 

115 between the ages of 14 and 16, and she looks 16, then she 

  

1 needed somewhere to take these girls besides my shitty litle 
apartment. So I called my old friend Andy Weir, the investment 
banker with the $3,500 apartment, $13,000 Jacuzzi, and full 
Kremlin view. 
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“Andy, what're you doing?” I asked. 

“Well, I’m off to this fucking boring expat banker party. Why?” 

“Night of the Living Expats again, huh?” 
“Til take any other option, Ames, if you've got one.” 

“Well, if you're interested, there're these three 16-year-old 

gitls here at my place and I need someone to help me entertain 

them. You're the only guy ГА like to share this evening with.” 
He laughed, and told me to come over right away, 
‘We took a cab to Andy’s and loaded up with a few more bot- 

tles of liquor, several bottles of beer and juice, and a few packs 
of cigarettes. The two sixteen-year-olds, Alla and Dasha, sang 
songs as they got drunker. One was a ballad about soldiers in 

Afghanistan. They were hard to understand: they spoke in pure 
таг, Russian language’s version of cuss, which is several times 

richer and filthier than English cuss. We could barely under- 
stand them. The word pizda, or cunt, can be mutated into so 
many different forms of speech and meanings just by adding 
prefixes, suffixes, changing a vowel here or there, extending it, 
attaching it to another word. . .. We couldn't keep up. Natasha, 
with her New Jersey sheepdog bangs, pug nose, and large black 
eyes, kept quiet most of the time, clearly the “younger sister” of 
the three, Dasha and Alla were really nuts—loud and careless. 

At some point, Alla and Dasha stripped down and hopped 

into Andy's Jacuzzi. They drank, smoked, and sang. Then they 
started to have sex together. | snuck my hand through the cur- 

tain and snapped some photos, just to send to my friends back 

in America, the ones who are barred from dating any women 

who are happy, carefree, and young. I like making my friends 
suffer—it’s a form of bragging, like spiking the ball in the end 
zone right into your defender’s shoes. 1 can't help it—I can’t 
enjoy my own little victories unless people | love suffer pro- 

portionately, 

When I went back into the TV room, Andy pulled me aside 
with a worried grin on his face. 

“Dude, do you realize . ..do you know how old that Natasha 

is?” he said. 
“Sixteen?” 

“No! No, she’s fif-teen. Fif-teen!” Right then, my pervometer 
needle hit the red. I had to have her, even if she was homely. 1 
sat down next to her on the couch and fed her another double 

martini with pineapple juice, and asked her to take off her 
clothes now, to prepare for the Jacuzzi. 

“Why?” she asked, keeping her eyes to the floor, but smiling, 

“So you'll be ready,” 1 said. I was assuming the role of Rod 

Steiger from Doctor Zhivago, the classic rake. I'd really traded 

up literary models over the past couple of years, from 

Myshkin to Svidrigailov. 

THE WHITE GOD FACTOR 

“Why do you want me to be ready?” she asked, sipping her 
drink shyly and still avoiding my eyes. 

“Actually, hell: | just want to see your body,” | admitted, 

throwing my hands up. “I'm really attracted to you, Natasha.” 

“What about Alla?” she asked. I could already see her weak- 

ening, knowing Russian girls and their willingness to betray 

friends, lovers, and anyone else. “You're with her, aren’t you?” 

“What about her?” 1 said. “I want you.” 

It took very little work, Alla caught us kissing in the bed- 

room a little later, She protested some. She even set off a faint- 

ing fit in front of us. I'm not sure whether she was faking it, 
but her face and neck turned red, and she collapsed on the 

floor, barely breathing. Dasha ran up, made me hold Alla up 
by the shoulders, then she punched her as hard as she could in 

the heart, four or five times. Alla awoke, coughing. 
We finally threw Alla out on the street, penniless. She headed 

over to Bell’s, a rival disco to the Duck. Who knows what hap- 

pened there—she probably went home with the drunkest, 
most diseased jerk. 

T took Natasha back home with me, My elevator stinks 

worse than a dog kennel. I live on the top floor, where, 

inevitably, some bum is sleeping by the trash chute, shit in 
his pants. A romantic walk to my apartment. 

When we got to my apartment, Natasha quietly took her 

clothes off, then asked to take a shower. I waited in my bed- 

room. She came back ten minutes later, wrapped in a towel, 

and sat on the bed, sipping a beer. I pulled her towel off. She 
giggled nervously, still not looking at me. | pulled her down, 
and put her drink on my bed table. 

After sex, she confessed to me that she had a three- 
month-old baby, and the father had abandoned her. 

“Svoloch,” she said. “Bastard.” 

Г asked her why she didn’t have an abortion. We got into 

an argument roughly similar to the one I had almost a year 

earlier with Katya, one of my first eXile-era girlfriends, 

About three months after we started dating, Katya sat on my 
lap and told me she had some exciting news: she was preg- 
nant, and I was the father! 

I panicked. Children are my worst nightmare—worse 

than worst. I'd rather wind up in a Hutu death camp than 
father a child. My aversion to children is religious: I hate the 
way they look, the gurgling sounds they make, and the time 

and money that they require, time and money that I don’t 

have. I told Katya that I wasn’t ready to be a father—she told 
me that that was fine, she could give the baby to her parents, 
who live in Chukhotka, in the Far East of Siberia, some 
gold-mining GULAG town. Her parents would be more than 
happy to have a living creature to keep them company. Katya 
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and 1 could take the child back when we were ready 
she explained 

“No, Katya, you don’t understar 
do not like children. 1 hate them. They disgust me, physically 

“But сапу have an abortion,” she pleaded. “I was told tha 

  

I cannot have a child. 1 

    

if I did, I'd never be able to have a child. 

1 knew she was bluffing, so I countered with the RU-486 

pill. [ offered to fly to France, pick one up, and bring it back 
for her, “It’s totally safe,” I cheerily offered. 

“I can’t do that,” she said. “| can’t kill our child. 

Right then, I stared at Katya with a look—I'm not sure 
how it appeared to her, but in my mind, I was starting to con 
template two courses of action: murder, or AWOL 

“What will you do, kill me?” she said, laug 

“Maybe, yeah,” I replied. “ГИ throw you off my balcony. ГИ 

make it look like an accident.” 

   

  

hing nervously 

She started to cry, but I was relentless. | told her that if she 

had the child, she would be killing me, so it was an act of self 
defense. And if I didn’t kill her, then I would flee Moscow and 

she'd never find me. Her child would be fatherless, He 

wouldn't have an Oedipal complex like the other kids; his 

complexes would be monumental, guaranteed to make her 
life a living hell. He would terrorize her and despise her until 
the day she died. I was relentless. | attacked her the Russian 

way: I wore her down for hours during the night, KGB 
interrogation-style 

  

Wearing down your opponent is a formula for success in 
Russia. Take Peter the Great against Charles XII, or Kutuzov 
against hukov against the Wermacht. They 
simply wore down their opponents 

At 5:30 the next morning, Katya, acting the martyr, quietly 

    Napoleon ог 7 

slipped out of my apartment, made a beeline to the abortion 

clinic, and sucked the little fucker out. 

She called me periodically after that. | couldn't get her off 

my < 

  

So, I wrote a column, mentioning her name and 

what she did to me, naming her the worst woman of the year. 

  

I didn’t mince words—I was wired on weeks of accumulated 
phenamine when I wrote that column about how | coerced 

her to have an abortion, under threat of death. All that speed 

makes you throw caution to the wind—you can move moun- 

tains when you're railing. 
Katya called me crying a couple of days later, asking me 

how I could be so cruel. 

“What did I do? 1 don’t understand,” 1 said, playing dumb. 

“Don’t you know that my friends read your columns!” She 

hung up in an outburst of tears, and briefly, for a good ten 

minutes, I had one of those soul-searching moments, asking 
myself, Who am I? What's become of me? Have I taken things 
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too far? ... Then | popped in a South Park video that Krazy 
Kevin gave me, and forgot about it. 

Funny, but that column nearly got me lynched a few 
weeks later by Kathy Lally of the Baltimore Sun. That's a long 
story. .., And speaking of abortions, Natasha told me that 

night that the reason she didn't Hoover her baby was 
because the doctor had told her that if she had an abortion, 
she'd never have children. A familiar tale here. 

It was hard to imagine that Natasha had squatted out a 

baby. Her cunt was as tight as a cat’s ass. She was impenetra- 
ble, like prying open a mollusk. Nothing like a mother, 1 
knew: I'd slept with mothers before—they’re a lot wider. Sex 
with them is like probing a straw in a mildew-lined German 
beer mug. 

A few nights later, Natasha tried coming over to my house 

at two in the morning. She rang the doorbell for a half hour 
straight. I got up, pulled the doorbell ringer out of the wall, 
tore the metal magnet plates out of their rubber tabs, ripped 

out some spring contraption, dropped it all on the floor, 
then went back to sleep. She called and called, but 1 didn’t 

answer, 
On the next Ladies’ Night, I heard a story about a 15-year- 

old girl who'd drunk too much and had a miscarriage in the 
Duck's bathroom, She came running out with blood 
smeared all over her legs and blood on the bathroom walls, 
mixed with the usual vomit—other people’s vomit. Doug 
and Craig arranged to have her taken to the hospital, where 
they learned she'd had a nasty cut on her leg from broken 

glass and from falling off the bar counter. There was no mis- 
carriage, She was still safely pregnant. 

Later, they brought her back to the Duck so that her two 
16-year-old friends could take her home to her parents. They 
all drove back to her parents, but her mother ran out and 
ordered them to leave in a hurry. The 15-year-old girl's 
father, a militsia sergeant, said that he would kill his daugh- 
ter for drinking and partying recklessly while still pregnant. 
If she showed her face, he would kill her. So the girls went 

back to the Duck and stayed at Doug's apartment for the 
night. 
vane Doug the next morning after that incident. He had 

rings around his eyes, and was shaking his head. 
“The police are a little upset with the Duck,” he told me. 

“But hell, it’s not the first time.” 
The week before, a competing interior ministry police 

division had raided the Duck with machine guns and trun- 

cheons. A few weeks earlier, a corrupt cop had his eyeball lit- 

erally knocked out of its socket in a fight with another cop 

from a different department. All these things get smoothed 
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over, even when ап underaged girl has a miscarriage in 
your toilet. 

As | heard Doug recount the story, I couldn't help but 
think that the 15-year-old in question was Natasha. 

That night, | started getting phone calls from Natasha and 

her friends, asking if she could move in with me. 

“Why did you tell me that you had a child?” I asked her. 

“I'd heard from someone else that you're four months preg- 
nant, and not that you have a three-month-old baby.” 

“So you figured that out,” she flatly replied. 
“You're pregnant, Natasha. Why didn’t you tell me?” 
“Why does it matter!” she snapped, “Would you not want 

to see me if I’m pregnant?” She wasn’t even angry—she was 
flabbergasted that I wouldn't want to fuck her just because 
she was four months pregnant. 

“Svoloch, blyad!" she said. “Fucking bastard.” 

I got another call three nights later from Natasha at six 
A.M., telling me she was at a pay phone in front of my building 

and she had nowhere to go. 
“Leave me the fuck alone,” I told her, hanging up. 1 figured 

she had to be with a friend, and she was playing the home- 

less girl to sucker me into letting her into my apartment. 1 
knew what to expect once she got in the door. She'd never 
leave. She and the little monster growing inside would plant 
a flag in front of my TV. She'd clean my dishes and cook me 

fried meat and potatoes. She'd shower and lie down and let 
me fuck her. But she'd never leave. 

  

ohnny Chen may have proved to all of Moscow that 
literally ANY expat could, if he so desired, live out 
his debauched daydreams. But before Chen popular- 

ized the notion, any number of even less attractive 

American men were on to the game. Among them 

was the late Paul Tatum, and his coterie of whore-hopping 
middle-aged perverts. | met some of them the week after 
Tatum was murdered. 1 was sitting in the Starlite Diner at 
Mayakovsky Square when a bearded Grizzly Adams type 

yelled out my name. 
“Hey, you're Mark Ames, right? Mark Ames!” He stretched 

his arms, winked, and nodded his head, motioning for me to 
come to his booth. 

Т was cornered—there was no way out. 
Grizzly asked me to sit down with him and another man, 

some sort of middle-aged Indian nerd with buckteeth whose 

name I think was Vik, short for Vikram. They started off by 
complimenting me, laughing about a very cruel joke I once 
played on a Moscow Times columnist Helen Womack. 1 pan- 
icked until I realized that they sincerely enjoyed it. 
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“There's something serious [ want to 

talk to you about,” Grizzly said, putting 

his arm around me. “It's about Paul, He 

was a very close friend of mine, so I'm 
wondering what you're planning on writ- 
ing about his murder. See, cuz the Moscow 

Times and all these people are lying. You 
know and I know who killed Paul. But the 

goddamn cowards won't talk about it. 
Paul was a very, very close friend of mine. 

He was a hero. A hero. And no one wants 

to take notice.” 

I quietly nodded my head. At the time, 

I was planning on running a lead story 
mocking Tatum’s murder, Ап assassin 
with a Kalashnikov had busted eleven caps 
in Tatum’s back, just outside the 

  

  

Radisson-Slavyanskaya Hotel, where his disputed 40 percent stake became the 
eleven stakes in his ass... was considering various tasteless front-page banners: 
“Paul Takes a Fall!,” “Bull's Ei 

  

vel,” “Tatum Checks Out For Good!” 
“Everybody knows who killed him,” Grizzly said. He lit a cigarette and 

curled his mouth, disgusted. “And they're keeping quiet, and pretending they 
don't know, We've got to do something, Mark. I want to take action. 1 want to 
get the American community involved. We're going to write a letter to the 

American Chamber of Commerce about those bastards at the Radisson,” 

Grizzly went on. “We're going to arrange a boycott of the Radisson until they 

admit it. 
“Uh-huh” 

  

“Maybe you can help us write it, Mark? You're a good writer and all.” 

“1 don't know, ГИ have to see.” I remember sitting there, stuck between these 
two clowns, wondering, are they serious? Do they think they're going to bring 

an international hotel chain to its knees merely because their whoring buddy 

got blasted? 

“Paul was really a hero, you know. And he was a guy who loved life. He was 
a crusader, Wasn't he?” 

The Indian nodded his head solemnly. 
“He was just a guy who loved 

  

. He—” Grizzly paused, then smiled know- 
ingly. “You know, one of Paul’s favorite things was coming out to a bar | own 
out in Kirov.” He turned to the Indian and winked, 

“Oh yeah, Paul loved it,” the Indian concurred, breaking a collusive, mis- 

chievous smile, then covering his buckteeth with his hands. 

“I own a bar out there in Kirov called “The American Saloon. Have you 

heard of it?” 
“No.” 

“Well, it’s the best-kept secret in Russia. I'm telling you, Mark—" He 
me with his cigarette finger. “ You would love it. You've never seen anything like 
it,” Grizzly nudged the Indian with his elbow. Then both laughed knowingly. 
“Yep, you—I know you'd really like it. It’s your kind of place. 
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=Я 2. 

| “Really? Wow.” 
Fifty-Five я “Am I bullshitting him?” Grizzly asked the Indian, 

С “No way,” the Indian said sternly, 
he “Every month or so we get a train full of Americans and ride into Kirov to party at my bar. It’s wild 
ine ron 

    

      

down there, because all the girls want to be with Americans.” 
“Yes, they love us Americans? the Indian agreed, nodding feverishly. 

р “Every guy who косу down there gets laid,” Grizzly calmly continued. “I mean the ratio of girls to 
Sorts men there is like five to one, And I'm not talking whores here, Mark. These are all fine girls, not the 

#2 ci
t 

    

Hi
 

Г
А
 

ete working-types. They just come for a good time, because they like American men. People just go nuts, 
Sgaaz"| — they really let loose. You should have seen—Vik here—the last time we were in Kirov, Vik was dane- 

a a ing on top of the roulette table, and he and a stripper, Olga—was it Olga or Larissa?” 
vs, The Indian bared his teeth and spat: “Both!” He wiped his mouth and laughed. 
eae, “Both of the girls were stripping Vik here until he was in his underwear. Isn't that right, Vik?” 

Fag yp hd “Lwas in my underwear, it’s true! | was dancing in my underwear on top of the roulette table, man.   

тии | And these girls were doing everything to me! I swear to god, mai 
ыы" | | looked at the Indian, imagining him in his yellow-stained ball-hugger underwear and Gandhi 

canoe like chicken legs dancing atop a roulette table while a pack of peroxide whores groped at him. A 
frightening scenario, but given the utter desperation in the regions of Russia, not entirely impossible. 

“The girls there will do anything to be with an American, they really love us,” Grizzly said. 
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gt sone “It’s true, we Americans are like royalty down there, man,” the Indian agreed. 

ee Grizzly and I exchanged phone numbers. | figured, you never know, there might be a story there. 
seca Табо decided to tone down the Paul-Is-Dead story, because I was sure that if I ran it, I'd have to duke 

Зе it out with a bearded 50-year-old freak, and I just didn’t see what I had to gain from that. РЯ : г pois) Every few weeks after our first meeting, I'd get a call from Grizzly urging me to join his trainload 
пе | of sad, middle-aged Americans for a weekend of chasing desperate, provincial Russian divorcées. It 

re tiara] sounded like great material for a column, at the very least. 
ЕЕ Shortly after ТаЪЫ joined the eXile, | had the time and the stomach for it. Then somehow Owen 
prac Matthews got wind of the Kirov sex train. The scoop was gone. | was going to back out, but Owen 
ачыя | pushed me. 
аа “Come on, Ames,” Owen urged me. “You've got to go with me. This is going to be fucking hilari- 
wer} оз. Think about it. On the one hand, you've got these loser businessmen. Fat, balding . . .” He 

laughed, but I don’t know why—Owen, at age 25, was already “fat, balding” .. . “And then you have 

this miserable, depressed town called ‘Kirov’ full of lonely, desperate teenagers who we can just take 
into our rooms, mace them and use them, like farm animals in ways that God didn’t intend.” 

The thought of spending a weekend with Grizzly, the Indian, Owen, and even lesser humans made 
me nervous. ГА have no escape. But | knew that the basic premise was true: girls in the provinces are 

far more desperate than girls in Moscow and St. Petersburg, who have been spoiled by contact with 
too many Westerners. Kirov is like Moscow was seven or eight years ago: the Westerner premium is 
high, grossly overvalued. A girl from Kirov, stuck 1,000 kilometers east of Moscow, in the middle of 

fucking nowhere, has two choices; either marry some drunken, wife-beating Pasha, whose factory 

never pays him, and never leave that miserable, snow-and-rust-stained steppe, or hook up with an 

American and have the chance to live in civilization. The awful knowledge that you will never, ever 

leave a city like Kirov would drive anyone to take extreme measures . . . even sleeping with Owen 

Matthews, or a drunken Indian who claims to be American. . .. 

Т arrived in Kirov with my friend Andy a day after everyone else. We drank ourselves silly on the 

overnight ride, then popped open a bottle of vodka when we awoke in the morning. We headed over 

to the hotel, a heavy gray block structure set in the middle of decaying lots and half-finished build- 

ings, and made a straight beeline up to Owen's room. 
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He was miserably hungover, and offered us a bottle of his 
wine, 

“How is the American Saloon?” we asked. 

“It sucks. It's a joke? he said. “These guys are such losers 
you wouldn't believe it. Half of the guys are like these bald 
freaks, then there’s this guy with a soccer haircut, and another 

with like this Ronald McDonald perm and a mustache. And 
no one—I mean no one—got laid.” 

I knew what that meant in Owen-speak: he'd been dissed 

by every chick in town. 
Just then, Grizzly barged into Owen's hotel room, sighed 

dramatically, then dropped onto a chair. He was shirtless, 

dressed only in sweat bottoms and tennis shoes. He was 

thinner and smaller than I'd remembered, which was а 
relief. 

“Boy did we have a helluva night last night,” he said. 
“Whew! My wife Larissa’s in there with another girl, Tanya. 
Man, I am wiped out. You know, these Russian girls, they 
really like bisexual sex.” 

Owen snickered; Grizzly lifted his head and squinted at 

me, with an almost worried expression. 
“You wanna see my wife and Tanya? They’re just lying in 

bed together, in each other's arms. You wanna see them?” 

“No thanks,” 1 said. 
“Come on.” 
“No really, I don’t want to,” I said. 

“Just for a second. I'm afraid maybe you guys don’t 
believe me. Owen, tell ‘em how it was last night.” 

“Oh don’t worry, I've told them,” Owen snickered. 
“You sure you don't want to look at my wife and Tanya? 

They're sound asleep, you won't bother them. It’s really 
beautiful, man, just seeing the two of them curled up, Man, 
they really tired me out.” 

“No really, that’s okay.” 

Andy and I escaped, then reappeared at the American 
Saloon at about 9 o'clock at night. It was empty, except for 
the group of American and English losers. Everyone wore an 

ironic expression, as if the reason they came was really a 

joke—as if they were spectators, and not actors in this low- 
rent comedy with gag tuba soundtrack. One British man in 

his late 30s, with spectacles and combed-back hair, 

explained that he came to Kirov to buy some local art; he 

was an art collector. Another American made fun of himself. 
Only the guy with the soccer haircut, Chris, and his friend 

Ronald McDonald, were beneath self-mockery. 
“Things should pick up here soon,” Grizzly said, looking 

worried. 
But things didn’t pick up. 

  

  

His wife did a pole dance with Tanya. I was dying to leave, 

but Grizzly sat down right next to me. 
“You should have seen those two go at it last night,” he 

whispered into my ear. He pointed to the British art dealer 

and Ronald McDonald. “Those two—I let them watch.” 

We finally got out of there and headed to a disco called 
“Zapretnaya Zona,” or Forbidden Zone. Unlike the 

American Saloon, with its cheesy Wild West theme and 

cheap wood paneling, Zapretnaya Zona was a large disco, a 
huge dance floor with a fifty-foot-high ceiling, lasers, and 
booming techno music. | met a girl over by the bar who was 

a stage dancer. Her name was Natasha. Yet another Natasha. 
Natasha #6. She was eighteen, with long golden hair and a 

large, aquiline nose, and full breasts. She gave me her 

address, and told me to come by her place the next day. She 

didn’t have a telephone—most residents of Kirov don’t have 

telephones. 

Later, Andy and I found Owen in the upstairs bar talking 

to a group of girls, When we made to sit down with them, 
Owen snarled condescendingly. “Do | have to do everything 
for you losers?” 

I got to know one of the girls, Alyona. She was pretty, but 
conversation with her was tough—it was like sucking water 
from а brick. I couldn't tell if she was deaf. Andy talked up a 
blond-haired teenager with a cute, pudgy face, while Owen 
led his wet, doe-eyed Irena by the hand onto the dance floor. 

“This girl is so in love with me,’ Owen told me. “She says 

to me, ‘Oh Owen, you dance so well. God, it’s like shooting 

fish in a barrel here. I'm going to mace her and use her like 
a farm animal in ways that God didn’t intend.” He laughed, 
then scooted away. 

Sometime a bit later in the evening, Owen got slapped in 
the face and dumped, He hit up on another girl, a sort of 

peroxide techno dyke whom I learned had a reputation in 

Kirov for boning anything with a pulse. She was the town 
slut. 

“I don't know what's wrong with that bitch Irena,” Owen 

told me, sucking on a cigarette. “But this other girl’s fantas- 
tically sexy. She and I are going to rendezvous tomorrow at 
two o'clock next to Kirov’s statue. It's all so devilishly 
romantic.” 

The town slut never showed. She “dynamited” him, as 
they say. Things aren’t always easy for expats. 

yp hen we started the eXile, 1 met a warm, honest, 
and slightly attractive, if dumpy, American girl 
of Slavic descent, Tamara. We became good 
friends. | tolerated her mote predictable fresh- 

  



out-of-college small talk about gender politics. Tamara wasn't 
cold and ambitious; instead, she was desperate for solid com- 
panionship. She would attach herself to any suitor—a frat type, 
a degenerate like me, rich, poor , . . it didn't matter who. But 
then she foisted herself on me sexually. Normally, I have a 
pretty strong willpower when it comes to resisting sensual 
pleasures. I can keep a baggie of heroin or speed in my little Lao 
jar for months, if only to test my will, before using it up. Anyway 
I caved with Tamara. There's just something about a girl sitting 
at your feet and begging you—begging you—to fuck her, 

It was a disaster. | forgot what Americans are like! I hadn't 
slept with one since 1991—six whole years. The petting part 

went fine, but when the panties come off, all those years of 
brainwashing and conditioning suddenly reveal themselves. 
First you get an earful of dry, half-ironic quips .. . a sort of 
pre-penetration negotiation . . . then the condom question is 
popped, followed by a reprimand . .. you try to get into posi- 
tion, but she’s ... she’s ... she’s talking to you, commenting on 
things. Another ironic quip. Don't do this, but make sure you 

do that. Yes, that. Don’t come before me. Do touch me like 
that. My last boyfriend did this. I've slept with Y number of 
guys. My childhood, let me tell you all about it. . . . 1 was hor- 
rified: this isn’t sex—this is therapy! .., a job interview! ... 
yard work! .. . After a few minutes, I lost my erection, and 
never slept with Tamara again. I can never go back, that much 

is clear. Russia has taught me that American women are inca- 

pable of enjoying ANYTHING on this planct, 

  

   

  

oscow of the '90s will vanish, like so many envi- 
able eras. There have been other islands of 
corrupt paradise driven to extinction, even in 
my lifetime. I'm thinking of Laos in the early 

1970s, before the communist takeover, when opium dens 
were on every street corner in Vientiane. 1 envy those 

reporters who lived there. A quiet Lao woman, packing your 

opium pipe and lying supine beside you, massaging you, not 
asking for anything in return. All that’s gone now. You have 
to go looking in the villages. And even there, it’s vanishing, 
No girls to pack your pipe. Self-service. The DEA is success- 

fully transforming Laos from a country of peaceful opium- 
smokers lolling in the clouds into Marlboro-smoking, 
wife-beating drunkards. | was there. Г saw it. That left an 

impression on me, on the temporal nature of Eden and 

Sodom. Whenever Eden or Sodom appears, a DEA agent is 

sure to helicopter in and shut it down. A Michael McFaul or 

Jerry Falwell. 
‘The DEA’s best hope here is to Americanize the Russian 

women—to make them less desperate, to put Reeboks on 

THE WHITE GOD FACTOR 

their feet and shapeless Gap skirts on their legs. | know very 
well that an ex-nerd like myself (eleven times decorated for 

excessive lameness in the line of duty) has profited from an 

historical glitch; descending upon a defeated, ruined empire 
whose buildings, and girls, have been left intact. Instead of 
sacking the place and burning it down, expats have slowly 
bled it, a quiet sacking stretched out over a decade, masked 

as a “market transformation.” 
That's how a jaw-dropping goddess like Alyona wound up 

with someone like me. 
Alyona lived in a depressed suburb of one of the most 

miserable, doomed cities in Russia: Kirov. Not even Kirov, 

but a village outside of Kirov. With the military-industrial 
complex finished, Kirov has absolutely no raison d’étre. Just 
hundreds of thousands of citizen-refugees trying to keep 
from freezing and starving to death, stuck out in the middle 

of the flat, dead earth between Kazan and Nizhni Novgorod, 
wondering if the government will ever pay them their pensions 
and wages. In Vyatskiye Polyani, a small town in the Kirov 
oblast built around a giant defense factory, the desperation is 
so great that you wouldn't even bother with a “White God” 
factor. More like “White Galactical Emperor-God” factor. 
‘The population of Vyatskiye Polyani dropped from 80,000 to 
less than 20,000 between 1992 and 1994, as the factory 
stopped receiving government funding, and the people 

stopped receiving wages. 

One enterprising nutcase, Alexander Komin, saw this as 
an opportunity to mix his own market economics theories 

with certain sadistic impulses, In 1996, he spent months 
building a complete basement-factory underneath his tiny 
garage-shed, then lured local women into the shed by 
promising them some vodka, Once inside, he locked them 

up and forced them to produce goods such as oven mitts and 

boxer shorts. He raped them, tortured them, murdered one 

attempted escapee by forcing her to drink antifreeze, and 

drilled the word RAB (“SLAVE”) into their foreheads, just to 

get that corporate teamwork thing going. The business was 
going so well that he was even photographed and honored 
by the local chief of police, whom he presented with a gift— 

needlework wall art produced in Komin’s “factory.” Several 

months later, one of his slaves got pregnant. Komin was flab- 
bergasted. “Do you really think it was me?” he asked the 
slave. “Who else could have done it?” she replied. He deter- 

mined to do the honorable thing and marry her—but the 
minute he took her down to the courthouse, she turned him in. 

Proving, of course, the one major drawback to having a 
relationship with a Russian woman: she is congenitally 
unfaithful. 
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р “Russian Reforms” than this little hoart-warmer. 
into a four-boxes-o'-Kleenex film. a kind of 

tle meets | Spit On Your Grave, Note that the women 
he word “Slave” drilled into their foreheads. 

   No story better sums uj 
meday, this wi           

    

    
    

NNOVATIVE MANAGEMENT 

There are many reasons to commit murder, There are even many reo- 
sons to spend yeors building on underground cavern in which to imprison 
‘and torture kidnapped strangers. If one is greedy and/or в sadistic sex 
fiend, these things токе sense. But Й your от is fo stort up а low-over- 

head boxer short compony, murder, kidnapping and torture don’t seem 

like logical options, Nonetheless, one Aleksandr Komin of the Kirov sub- 

urb of Vyatskiye Polyoni did just thot. According to Komsomolskoyo 

Pravda, Komin and с friend, Aleksandr Mikheyev, spent four years build- 

ing о multi-story basement under his garage on the edge of town. 

Neighbors remarked at his industriousness. When he was finished, he 

began putting the basement to good use, He lured а series of men and 
women into the garage with vodka, then knocked them out with drugs 
ond/or blows to the head and imprisoned them underground, where they 

were set to work making boxer shorts on sewing machines. He tattooed 
the word “Slove” (‘rab’) on his coptives’ foreheads, fed them on black 

bread ond potatoes, ond forced them to go to the bathroom into а 40- 

liter plastic borrel. For technical expertise he 

had to capture с seomstress who wos the 

friend of о friend named Nikolai Molikh; 
Molikh’s body wos found in the local londfill 
two years offer his seamstress friend disop- 

peored. One worker named Vero Tolpayeva 
who lost the will to work was given а choice 
‘of suicide options; electric shock or antifreeze 

ingestion. She chose antifreeze ond died after 

two days of ogony; Komin had his first organized labor uprising when the 

remaining slaves refused to токе ground beet out of her and eat her. 
Give ‘em ол inch and they toke а mile, huh? In ony case, tune in to the 

next Issue of the eXile for more details on this story, which ended unhop- 

pily for the poir of Kirov slove drivers. 

  

  

Edward Limonoy, in his most recent book, Anatomy of a 

dumped by their older husbands, who couldn’t 

resist the urge to hunt down a fresh new teenager. 
Russians’ lax attitude toward fidelity is, in my opinion, 

highly progressive and rational, so long as it isn't 
covered in lies. Since most people enter relation- 
ships in Russia expecting an affair sooner or later, 
you can deal with it. It’s hypocrisy that scares me 

the most. 
The Russian masses have been abandoned by 

their government and by the West, because they're 
no longer needed. And within that frame of aban- 

donment, Russian women have to think about the 

man they'll marry—a man, if Без Russian, who's 

likely to abandon her, after beating her, infecting her 
with syphilis, and milking her for all her dough. 
Tens of millions of people live in dire circumstances, 
stranded in the center of the world’s largest conti- 

nent, with little hope of going anywhere. Which 
means—sexual opportunity for me. 

Over the last fifteen years, the only place in 
Russia that’s felt some improvement is Moscow. 
Moscow is decadent and terrifying, but until the 
crisis hit in the summer of 1998, it wasn’t desperate. 

Up to 85 percent of the nation’s wealth is sucked 

into Moscow, It’s a lamprey, а school of liver flukes, 

bleeding the Russian corpse dry. Moscow only 
holds 10 of the nation’s 145 million ... which leaves 

..‚ hold on a sec ... 135 million wretched souls. 

Half of whom are women. A significant number of 

whom are young and attractive. 

Alyona came from one of the many cities and 
towns whose few resources had been sucked dry in 
order to enrich Moscow. Her “options” are limited, 

galley-slave options. It’s either sewing oven mitts in 

some freak’s garage-dungeon, or sleeping with 
Mark Ames, Joe Blow, or a thousand other unap- 

pealing American expats who represent a kind of 
lottery ticket out of that dead end and into hope. 

  

Hero, writes: “Russian women are usually, physically speak- 
ing, attractive, but morally—they are repulsive creatures, 

cripples.” 

Limonov has been married three times to Russians, and 
hasn’t lived in America for almost 20 years, He remembers 

the loyalty of American women with fondness, perhaps 

rightly so. Russian women are not reliable, but then again, 

neither are most Russian men. At least half of the girls I met 

here married at age 18 or 19, and, after having a child, were 

Nothing signified her desperate fate more than the 
evening of our first “date.” She and a friend took a train 

from Kirov to Moscow to meet Andy and me. We took them 
fora walk on the Arbat, then to a shitty, dilapidated laser tag 
club in some overheated building basement, They couldn't 
get enough. Later, we took them to Planet Hollywood for 
dinner and afterward, to the Chuck Norris Beverly Hills 
Club, a casino nightclub infrequented by hookers and semi- 

respectable thugs, We were seated in a special balcony area 
for the concert—the Zaitsev Sisters: a grotesquely saggy, 
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heavily made-up forty-something twin-sister duo lip- 

synching the shittiest Russian pop Muzak I'd ever heard in 

my life, 

During the show, Alyona could barely contain her joy. 

The Zaitsev Sisters were one of her favorites! She sighed 

and squealed. Finally, she grabbed my hand, kissed me, 
bounced in her seat, and told me, “This is the best night 

of my life, Mark. Thank you so much!” Later, at Andy's, 

with the Kremlin lit up in the background, Alyona 

returned the favor. 

nthe provinces, not only is life maximally shitty, but 

chances of escape are almost nil, A provincial isn’t 
even allowed into Moscow, where the old Soviet 

pass-system to control the population inflow is still 

in effect. The few Westerners who do go out to a region on 
business are bound to be grubby oil-worker types or chin- 
less suits looking to squeeze out a last easy buck. They 

usually don’t have the strategic sophistication to tap into 

the unspoiled beauty; instead, they'll head into their hotel 

lobby and pick up a 100-dollar whore for the night. 
Leaving all those nonwhores stranded. Which, ah shucks, 

leaves a lotta pickins for fellers like me. 

It’s not as if you have to search hard for attractive dyevs 

when you leave Moscow. You just need to have a sharper 
eye, since the provincials dress less fashionably. My eye is 
pretty well-trained: I actually dislike the local equivalent 
of sorority girls, and prefer the more awkward ones. I 
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find the provincial far more 
attractive, 

Andy and | wasted little time 

taking advantage of the gross 
overvaluation of our stocks rela 

tive to their real underlying value. 

We set out exploit as much 
regional desperation as possible. 
We called these “provincial runs.” 

We set a course for Kirov. 

Andy and I found Owen sitting 
ata table with four teenagers. He 

made a bitter quip about us being 
scavengers, which wasn't far from 
the truth: using Owen as the 

Marines to soften up the enemy 

was pretty effective. Any girl who 

has been railroaded into a corner 

with Owen for 20 minutes is ripe 
for comparatively decent guys 

like Andy and me. That was when I met Alyona. I left her my 

phone number in Moscow and told her to call me if she ever 

came to town. 

Later on, I met one of the stage dancers, Natasha. She 

came off the stage to talk and dance with me. I was sur- 

prised—I'd underestimated the White God Factor. I was 

also feeling more and more acutely ill, although I tried not 

to let it slow me up. 
Natasha left by 3 лм. but not before writing down her 

address on a card for me. Most people in Kirov don't even 
have their own phones, so you just have to show up at their 

house, She lived on Industrial Lane (Ulitsa Industrialnaya). 

Feeling woozy, | soon left the disco. Headache and nausea 
expanded until it became almost unbearable. My neck mus- 
cles tightened up. I returned to my hotel room, took two 

aspirins, then fell asleep in a kind of delirium. 1 started 
shivering and sweating. My whole body convulsed. At some 

point I lost track of where I was. Then I awoke, and ran to 
the toilet, violently vomiting, then turning over for an 

explosion of diarrhea. They were practically concurrent. 1 

was spraying out of both ends, a sprinkler of shit and vomit! 
The bathroom walls were splattered with half-digested slop. 
Та just be wiping my ass for the eighth time with Kirov’s 

finest sandpaper/toilet paper, when . .. WHOOSH!—out 
comes a gelatinous chunk of yesterday's pulled pork sandwich. 
But the worst of all was the pain—the neck pains and the 
headaches. | fell back into delirium, not sure when I was 

dreaming the pain, dreaming the vomiting, and actually 
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doing it. At some point I'd pass out for what seemed like 

days, only to wake up twenty minutes later, run to the toilet, 

and vomit up a few drops of bile, Then turn over in a 
hurry—but there's nothing left to diarrhea, just colon pains, 

and a squirt or two, 

Finally I passed out again, and awoke at around 1:30 in the 

afternoon. I felt like Га sparred ten rounds with Tex Cobb. 

Nothing but body blows. At least 1 was alive. After showering 
and shaving, I realized that I even had a little strength in me. 
Enough strength to meet the dancer before my train left, 

She'd left me her address on а napkin, “17 Industrialnaya 
UL Dom 16, Ку. 68.” I had a taxi driver take me there, to 

Industrial Lane. It was a lane like a zillion others in the 
provinces: ten or so dilapidated block-style apartment 

buildings painted a weak shade of blue, peeling plaster, 
muddy roads, a small “park” that usually meant more mud, 
a couple of dead trees, twisted metal, trash . . . | walked up 

the stairwell—their building had no elevator—and rang the 
doorbell. She greeted me, and introduced me to her mother, 
а quiet, polite woman. They had bright red oriental carpets 
hanging everywhere in their cramped apartment. There was 
an odor of cheap perfume, talcum, and some kind of buttery 
soup. The mother offered me tea and we spoke a little bit 
about music, San Francisco, journalism, Natasha took my 

hand and we went for a walk toward the center. She said she 
wanted to show me a church, her favorite church in Kirov, 1 

bought her a canned Gin & Tonic at a kiosk, and we hopped 
in a trolley bus. Unfortunately, the church was closed, but 

she then pointed to my hotel and, as if surprised, said, 
“Aren't you staying there?” 

“Yeah.” 

“Well, what should we 40?” she said, disappointed but 
smiling. 

“I don’t know, Do you want to see my hotel?” 

“Sure,” she said. 

I guess I was lucky. The dancer didn’t expect much more 
than a sexual experience with an American. 

It was interesting. She was only eighteen, but she was 

already a fully bloomed whore. She wanted me to hit her in 

the face while we fucked. I slapped her hard, and her whole 

body rippled. 1 smacked her again. 1 was worn out, but I 
wasn't going to let her get the best of me, this provincial 
bitch. I didn’t know that they were such decadent beasts, 

way out here in the middle of nowhere. It says a lot about 

human nature, . . . 
I drove her back to her house on the way to the train 

station. She was sad to sce me go. You could see it written on 

her face: “Golly, when will I ever get the chance to get beaten 

by an American again?” 1 was too wiped out to feel much but 
vague self-pity. I'd made a pretty impressive comeback from 
the toilet to the bed. 1 promised to write her. I never did. 

When we returned to Moscow, Owen wrote up a feature 
Piece in the Moscow Times called “Fear and Loathing in 
Kirov,” even quoting the same Samuel Johnson line that 
HST used. He portrayed my friend Andy as a loser, and him- 
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The White God Factor 
  

  

When | was checking out of my hotel 
in Minsk earlier this month, one of the 
cleaning women approached me with 
on obsequious steel-toothed smile. 

“You're leaving already?" she asked. 
“Yeah, I'm зову 10 go," | onswered. 
“1 wanted 10 introduce you to one of 

my daughters. | brought pictures: Well, 
the oldest one is twenty-eight. Maybe. 

she's too old for you? She has а young 
boy. | also hove on eighteemyearold daughter. | can iotro- 
duce you to. either one, Which would you prater?* 

“They both sound nice* 
‘She was persistent about pimping one of her doughters 

olf on me. She wouldn't rest until at least one of her dough 
ters had the honor of being sodomized by me, a red-blood- 
ed American. After all, | was о White God, ond these days 
in Minsk, White Gods are few and for between. She showed 
me о рог of block ond white neo-Soviel passport photos: 
Sveta, the 28-yeor-old, and Anna, the 18-year-old. H’m. This 
was а tough choice. Should | take door number one—tresh, 
nubile, easity-impressed; or door number two—divorced, with 
child... Domn, this was а real brain teaser... 

How did | wind up with this steel helmet ond sword, wad- 
ing onto the shores of o wheel-less Indicn settlement, way 
out here in Eostern Europe? 

Even though Minsk is actually о clean, quiet, friendly city— 
© jewel by provincial Russian stondards—it is almost totally 

devoid of foreigners. Ever since Lukashenko came to power, 
greedy, underquolified Western “entrepreneurs” saw their 
gold-ploted lollypops snatched from their mouths. So they 
split town, realizing that their chances of participating in the 

‘economic rope of Belorus was next to nil; Lukashenko had 
basically cancelled “privatization” and “foreign aid,” the stuff 
we live by. 
There’s о lot of good going on there that never gets 

reported, in part becouse Westerners haven't made о killing. 

‘ond in part becouse Lukashenko doesn't use journalists well 
the way Chubais & Co. do, For example, did you know that 
Belorus posted с 2.6 percent gain in GDP last yeor, and а 
massive 11 percent goin in the first half of this year-all 

achieved in total defiance of World Bank and IMF advice? 
Of course natreporing that kind of good news obout 

Belarus, or the foct that Lukashenko’s opproval rating 
‘отопа the population would make ony world leader drool 
with envy, might confuse our sense of good ond bod, right 

‘end wrong. So he’s a “tyrant,” and Belarus is an “econom- 

ic basket cose.” Consider this recent editorial, “Russio and Its 
Tyrant Neighbor,” from that ultimate paper of record, the 
New York Times: “Belarus's economy, which looks the same 

‘as it did 10 years ago, is зо feeble that it makes Russia's 
economy look robust,” Well, there's some truth to this: ten 

years ago, the economies of both countries were about dou- 

ble the size of whot they ore today—meoning if Belorus’s 

‘economy looks like it did ten years ago [and indeed it is get 
fing there faster than its “booming™ neighbor Russia}, it is the 
‘envy of nearly all of the FSU, Belarus doesn't hove woge 

arrears problems ond miners’ wives laying down on railrood 

trocks like Russia. In fact, Russio only paid off its arrears by   
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changing the terms of its gas supply agreements, squeezing 

Belarus for a huge sum of cash {at the advice of anti- 

Belorussian Western advisors). 

If Lukashenko could run in a Нее and fair Russian election, 

he could possibly win—which means Chubais’ friends would 

lose everything they've been amassing That's why the 

“Russian liberals’—the English speaking thieves~despise him. 
{One minor point: the opposition press {$ alive in Belarus. 
The Minsk News, the only English-longuoge newspaper in 
Belorus, is rabidly anti-lukashenko—in comporison, the 
Moscow Times reads as though Chubais himself edits it 
Imyo, the popular Minsk weekly, not only savages 
Lukashenko with words, but always prints а brutal, hilarious 

eXile-exque full page picture of the president in highly unfiat- 
tering poses) 

Grim portrayals mean people ore loathe to even visit, 

much Jess invest, in Belorus. Almost everyone here asked me, 

before | left for Minsk, if | wasn’t worried about getting 

‘orrested: Not at all—bell, # anything, I'd happily offer my 
services as с kind of Goebbels to the Lukashenko regime, 
should they ever need а PR guy. The way | see it, thanks to 
Lukashenko’s badboy rhetoric, the cleaning woman offered 

me her daughters. So he’s all right by me. And this is the 
point | want to get across here. If а pall were held today, | 
would be one of the 55 percent of Belorussians who recent- 

ly gave their leader о thumbs-up of approval, and not one 
of the nine percent of Russians who approve of Yeltsin, Why? 
Because frankly, | like being с White God. № feels good 
walking down the street and having people throw themselves 
ot your feet. | hod no fewer than three marriage proposals, 
including one from о “virgin.* It was hilarious and gratifying 

and | never expect to experience that again in Europe. 
Men dream of being White Gods becouse, more than 

‘anything, it is sexually appealing. For women, it’s a bit dit- 
ferent, Women generally aren't turned on by desperate male 
losers the way men get excited by desperate girls. But this 
doesn’! mean that the White God Factor doesn’t appeal to 
women as well—only for them, it's usually а sentimental 
thing. Women also like being in the position of strength—in 
this cose, to “help the needy.” 

‘When | was in Laos, this German Greens type complained 
that the White God Factor was already receding, “It's not so 

goad in Loos enymore,” she said with а hint of frustration, 
“The people aren't as poor as they wsed to be. Four ог five 
yeors ago it was better.” She didn't even realize how evil 

thot wos—wishing that the lotcls were more poor, only in 
order 10 satisfy her sentimental desire to be helpful” 
Whotever—the point i, it’s almost ALWAYS good for us 

when others suffer and we don't, 
So thank you Mr. Lukashenko for saying the wrong things 

in the wrong way to the wrong people. And a big thank you 

10 you, The New York Times, for spreading cheap Cold War 
lies обои! an alleged tyrant and his allegedly basket-cose 

nation, And oh yes, to you os well, all the oggreved 
bankers, IFis (international finance institutions} and human 

rights octivists for helping to scare all the White People away 
from Belorus. All of you helped make my five days in Minsk 

‘among the most memorable of my recent life. 

  

  
 



  

  

Alive & Yellow 
by Mark Ames 

There's this new Moscow City odver- 
Ksement in the metro! can't remember 
the words exactly, but it's from a Setter 
Chekhov had written, in which he soys 
that once you've grown used to 
Moscow, you'll never leave. | started 
thinking obout how true that was, in а 

=. twisted sort of way. I's not а healthy, 
LEBER heartwarming Sleepless in Seattle kind 

of love-more ike an abusive relation: 
ship, the kind so emotionally damaging that it can only be 
cuted with heavy shock treatment and Prozac. 

Somehow in my mind, the Chekhov postcord got trans 
formed into: “If you've grown used to Moscow, you're dam- 
oged forever.” All of us who have begun to think thot Russia 
makes sense, are damaged forever—and, | would argue, 
for the better. Alter ой, the alternative is much worse. Only 
‘an asshole would dedicate his life to his carer and ESPN— 
which is why America is filled with so many assholes. | could 
have been one of those assholes-instead, | become THIS 
kind of asshole. Follow me. 

Exactly two weeks ogo, | saw another соерзе-ту tenth 
since arriving, Even before | got © good look, | knew he'd 
been thrown out of о window from the seven-story Stolin- 
era building... 

| stopped betore the corpse to, as MT Out would say, 
“check it out.” № wasn't as nasty os I'd expected. Except for 
the left tibia, which poked out of his knee like а giant pink 
turkey bone, he looked like he'd died with some dignity. 
People possed by, pakyeti in hand, costing а nonchalant 
glance on their way to the metro. Even the cops seemed 
bored, waiting for the ambulance to come, The ambulance 
wasn't in any hurry. 

1 proudly realized that my own reaction was anything but 
horror, ond | that I'd acquired some of the Russian “rovn- 
edushnost’,” or indifference. 
At вом, | thought so. Last Friday night, | met up. with 

Polina, а LaMian girl whom I'd got to know а few nights 
before in a drunken haze at Jocko’s bash, We headed out 
to Moks-Club, а flathead-infested disco that she described 
‘аз “solidny.” She poid for nearly everthing, making her a 
winner in my eyes. 

Later, we headed back fo her apartment (on her coin), 
way out in the distant suburbs. She had с large selection of 
videos, and asked me which one | wanted to wotch. | sug 
gested “Anal Kanal 3,° a German porn flick featuring а 
black man with an fourieen:inch tool | guess this is how 
Germans purge thamselves of Nazi war guilt—letting Helga 
get sodomized by all the untermenschen. What's пож? Anal 
Коло! 4: featuring Rabbi Schlong spraying face paint on a 
group of Hitlerjugen? 

Just сз we were crowling into bed, Polina got © phone 
call, № wos her husband, or ex-husband... He said he'd seen 
us at the Maks-Club, and he wanted to meet with her ond. 
folk. Ройпо hung up, and told me о few interesting tidbits: 
such as, her husband Seryozh is а serious bandit who is on 
Russia's wanted list for selling illegal weapons, and that he's 
с major coke head "if he gets ten grams, he just snorts @ 
all up and goes crozy,” she told me. “I'm afraid he’s coked 

  

up tight now." My first thought was, gee, Id like to get to 
know this guy. 

Seconds later, Seryozh called again. He wos raging {вс 
ous, He wanted to come over that second ond see her. She 
old him no again, that her father wos staying with her. He 
Jold her something that made her blanch, her eyes bugged 
‘out, She held her hand over the phone, and whispered, 
“He's right outside my window! He’s calling from his mobile 
phone from right out the window. Stay down!” 

Here's where things get ugly. She ogreed to meet him 

out on the street, and told me to stay in bed, not to mave. 
But I didn't listen, The minute she walked out of the door to 
meet him, | got up and dressed, just in case. What о horri- 

ble way to go: а victim of “domestic violence,” six bullet 
holes in my gut. No glory in that, My pretzel corpse in a 
suburban Moscow padyezd. 

1 walted. An hour had gone by, on hour of terror and 
cowardice. | decided to act. | moved from the bedroom and 
crawled ор to the window to look down onto the street. No 
‘one was there. | sat down on the couch in the ТУ room and 
‘went over my options. Either she took off with him, or he 
killed her. Either way, | figured, Iwas fucked. My selfish 
instincts, perfected over the years in California, seized con- 
trol, | had three options: either stay in the apartment and 
wait, hoping that the steel door would protect ma; sneak 
out, run up the stairwell, and hide; or make о sprinting “Run, 
nigga! RUN! break for it, 

Just then, а car pulled up. It stopped below her window. 
| heard her voice, and that of another mon. It wos too lote. 
They came up the soirs, then stopped outside the front 
door. | bet а bullet hurts а lot worse than they make it look 
in the movies. | hid In the back room, in the dark, looking 

‘out the 2nd floor balcony, wondering # 1 should jump. The 
imoge of the defenestration guy flashed... that snapped tibia. 
sticking out of his knee. 

She opened the door, and closed it. Then checked the 
bedroom, | wasn't there. She stopped. | didn’t hear 
Seryozh's voice, Did he leave? Yes! She's olonel When she 
sow me in the back room, | tried to pretend os though I'd 
just tied up my shoe faces, that | wasn’t afraid of nuthin’. 

"I was about to leave,” | said, taking little notice of her 
swollen red face. She was crying and shaking, 

Then she fold me what had hoppened. When she walked 
‘out of the door, Seryozh grabbed her by the hair, got her 
in а headlock, and tried dragging her into a car driven by 
his crony. She finally broke free and гоп out onto the main 
Street, where an unmorked militsia car happened to be 
passing'by, They soved her, but naturally, they didn't lock 
Seryozh up-aiter all, it was just a “domestic dispute.” She 
was disappointed by my cowardice, but hey, оз the 70s 
California anthem goes, "You can't please everyone/ so 
you've got to please yourself” 

When it was ail over, we crawled back имо bed, and, 
in о way | can’t explain, reenacted some of the violence of 
the evening. It was... interesting. When | left the next mom 
ing, | saw that metro ad again, and thought, "Yep, I'm dam- 
aged for the better.” 

Needless to say, I'll be seeing Polina again real soon, 
   



self as а suave, detached lady-killer. I didn’t get it: there were 
witnesses who could testify to the contrary! 

We also learned what my illness was from, One of the 
Americans on that doomed Kiroy trip, the soccer-hairdo 

guy, died of meningitis. Based on the symptoms of my ill- 
ness, it was thought that I may have been the carrier, 

So Kirov provided me with cheap, colonialist sex, Owen 
with invented memories of ribaldry, and Chris, the soccer- 
hairdo guy, with a brutal death, 

A couple of months later, Owen was hired out by 
Newsweek. Just in time to write their cover story on 
“Decadent Moscow.” 

  

y the late summer, I was off to Belarus, the country 

with the highest White God factor in all of 

Europe. There, all of the necessary elements con- 
verge: economic desperation, а complete dearth 

of Americans, and, worst (or best) of all, political oppression 
in the form of dictator Alexander Lukashenko. I hadn't 

actually experienced a White God reading like that since 1 

‘was a tourist in 1991, A good salary there was $70 а month. 

Clubs and restaurants were a fifth or less the price of 

Moscow's. My instruments were going haywire. The needles 
vibrated wildly in the red danger zone of White God-ness. 

On my first day, I was nearly raped by a beefy Ukrainian 
girl who worked for the government tax inspectorate. I 

thought she looked sort of like Laura Dern, but when I 
looked closer, I realized that she was a tank. When we kissed, 
she rammed her tongue into my teeth so hard that she nearly 

loosened two of them. | feigned exhaustion and took a taxi 
home, but I was impressed with the level of desperation, and 
what that meant for my personal prospects. The next night, 

I gota call in my hotel room offering me a whore for $35 an 
hour, or $100 for the night. I foolishly took her for the night 

and drank myself silly, even though I had an interview with 
the finance minister the following morning. 

The next day, sitting on some steps next to a freeway, a 19- 
year-old girl introduced herself to me. She wondered if 1 was 
Arab—Arabs were apparently hot items in Minsk until 

Lukashenko tossed them out. They were shocked that 1 was 

an American—wow! A real American!? No Americans come 

here anymore! 

The girl introduced me to her younger sister, Yulia, a 

short little punkish type who had just turned 17. I took 

them for a walk. We ate a snack at McDonald’s. They were 

clearly destitute. Poor but alive and playful. They inhaled 

their milkshakes and french fries, while I looked on. Then 

we bought some beers and walked to the Park Janki Kupali, 

THE WHITE GOD FACTOR 

a pleasant, green park full of bright red flowers and healthy 
grass and a variety of deciduous trees. Much greener than 

any Moscow park. We sat on a bench and talked. Their parents 
had died in a car accident several years earlier. Yulia was in 
the car at the time, and they thought she'd died too. Now 
they lived with their aunt, whom they called their mother, 

and their cousin, who was an asshole of some kind. I got the 
feeling that he was raping the older one, while he abused 
Yulia by telling her that she was fat and ugly and she'd never 
find a decent man. 

I took them out to a “high-class” Uzbeki restaurant for 
dinner—at ten bucks a head, they were in shock. We drank 

a few bottles of wine and chowed down some ploy: That was 

when I found out that Yulia was a virgin. At that point, her 

sister ceased to exist in my eyes. Vanished, just like that. Yulia 
understood, and so did her sister, who quietly accepted it. 
Yulia and 1 walked her older sister back home, then I took 

Yulia back to the Minsk Hotel, where a six-dollar bribe got 

us past security. Yulia lost her playful edge. She quietly took 
off her clothes and lay on her back, legs slightly apart. She 

was my first virgin ever, and it wasn't an easy job. She insisted 
that I not wear a condom. We spent the next couple of days 

hanging out and trying mostly in vain to consummate. 
When she saw me off at the train station, she said to me, 
“Can you promise me one thing? Please don’t forget me, if 
only for a few days more.” I still call Yulia periodically—t'd 
like her to come out and stay with me, but for some reason 

she won't. | may have transmitted something from the 

whore to her, 
When Пей the hotel, one of the steel-toothed maids from 

my floor told me that she had wanted to introduce me to her 

daughters, but then . . . well, she'd seen me with so many 
women, 

I was embarrassed, expecting to get into trouble. I apolo- 
gized, and told her that I regretted not meeting her daughters. 

“Well, you still can!” she beamed. “One is a little older, 

twenty-eight, with a child. My youngest is eighteen. Are you 

interested? I could show you their pictures first.” 
РИ come back,” I promised. “Г meet you then.” 

She wrote out her phone number and begged me to call 

when I returned, 
The last provincial run of 1997 that Andy and I took was 

to Yaroslavl, one of the oldest cities in Russia, part of the 
famed Golden Ring. We figured that basically, any place out- 
side of Moscow would offer up a high White God factor, and 
since Yaroslavl’s population was 600,000, there had to be at 

least one equivalent disco-range to Kirov's Zapretnaya Zona, 
On our first night out Andy I and decided to take a walk. A 
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CHAPTER SIX 

few steps outside of our hotel room, we ran into two 
teenage girls who were being heavily harassed Бу rapist- 
packed cars, horns a-honkin’ The girls were strolling, not 
innocently, scouting for the best deal when we arrived. 
When the girls saw us, they ran up and asked us to save 

them. Andy and I turned to each other and burst out laugh- 

ing: we knew exactly what this meant. It was already in the 

bag. We took them out to the “coolest” club in Yaroslavl, 
some sad little bar with cheesy Formica and a small disco 

area, We fed them shrimp and cocktails, then took them 
back to our hotel. 

Andy's girl was 17, and mine had just turned 18 that 
night, Andy's was far more attractive, | thought. There was 
something about her I really liked. He didn’t appreciate her, 
because Andy has a penchant for Playboy-type women. 

Personally, I don’t like them too magazine-pretty. 

Mine, Alla, was a chunky redhead, but that was fine with 

me. Up to 18, their bodies are as taut as volleyballs, from 

head to foot. None of the stitching has loosened or 

unraveled, It’s not fair that such flesh is wasted on drunken, 
ungrateful dirtheads. Only a man over 30 can truly 

appreciate the value of an 18- or a 17- or a 15-year-old’s 
body. As it turned out, Alla was also a virgin. Her hymen 

must have had thorns on the inside: she screamed bloody 

murder at any thrust. My hotel room was right next to the 
floor watch, who must have heard everything. 

Alla wasn't yelling sexlike yells—these were bloodcur- 
dling screams that would have brought in a SWAT team 
back home. Right after I came, she rolled on her back, let 
out two small burps, then got up and ran to the bathroom 

and spent the rest of the night puking, while I slept. . . . It’s 
Kind of a strange feeling, when a girl starts puking the 
minute you come inside of her. Puking all night long. For 
some reason, she drew water in the bathtub and did most of 
her puking in there. But forgot to drain it. When I pissed the 

following morning, I noticed the tub all brown, little undi- 
gested shrimps floating near the top. 

Andy and I met in Гуоу, in western Ukraine, the follow- 

ing spring, The woman at the front desk asked us, after we 
checked in, if we were interested in “brides.” She smiled 
knowingly. A crusty Soviet man in а suit straddled up to our 
side, squinting intently. 

“Of course, we plan on meeting some beautiful brides 
here,” we joked. 

“But why go out, when you can have them brought here,” 
the woman said knowingly. 

“So you have some brides for us?” we asked. 
“Only the best,” she said. 

    

“But what if we want to meet some nice girls at a disco or 
оп the street,” we suggested. “Can we bring them back?” 

“But why do that?” the woman protested. “We'll bring 

you our girls, It’s safer, they won't steal from you or poison 

your drink.” 
“No, but we want to meet regular girls, in a disco.” 
The old Soviet man shook his head, confused, while the 

woman smiled condescendingly. Her expression said, 
“There are no ‘normal’ girls in this part of the world. 

They're all whores.” < 

'm writing this chapter a month after Lena left me, А 

different Lena—Lena number nine. Russian creativity 

wilts when it comes to the difficult task of naming 

their children. Lena was my closest Russian girlfriend. 
We didn’t make it very far: three hell-bent weeks of body 

fluids, hard drugs, and veneral disease. All that's left is a 
cheap black duffel bag, the kind shuttle-traders and third-world 
types use, and a few scars on my dick. Our last sexual 

blowout left my prick looking like it got destroyed in a fifty- 
car pileup. She'd fucked probably ten or twenty other men 
during the three weeks we lived together. That’s a thought 
that's jolted me upright in bed more than a few times. Best 

to hire the censors to edit that memory. 

I met her the night of the eXile’s first anniversary party, 
We held it at an underground squat club called Titan. A 
ripped-out basement underneath a Stalin-era residential 
building in downtown Moscow, just off Tverskaya Street. 
Titan is just about the only club in Moscow that isn’t packed 

with gauche overstock Italian-style furniture in a sad 

attempt to appear respectable and modern. In fact, there's no 
furniture whatever, Not even a floor. Some throwaway gram- 

mar school desks, a few bent chairs, some tables. ... Only the 
small dance hall has a floor as such: a stretch of cement. The 
walls of the club are covered in Day-Glo orange and green 
spray paint and graffiti. 

Most of the patrons at Titan are orphans, street punks, skin- 
heads, white power bikers who couldn't afford a Big Wheel. 
The night of our eXile first-year anniversary bash, the bikers 
and skins lifted purses, cameras, anything they could get their 
hands on. One after another, some middle-class eXile invitee 
would come running up to me or Taibbi with tears in his eyes, 

wondering what happened to his watch, her bracelet. 
Lena had just been released from a prison near Berlin, and 

deported for good from Germany. She'd spent three and a half 
years in jail there for drug trafficking. It wasn’t the first jail 
she'd lived in: she'd briefly spent time in jails in Belgium and 
Poland, too. 
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She arrived with police escort in Moscow on the evening of 
our anniversary party, February 6, 1998, She got a ride from 
the airport to downtown Moscow by sucking off one of the 
taxi drivers and his dispatcher at the airport. They convinced 
her to leave her bags with them, probably hoping to coax her 
into another barter deal later оп. She had two bags at the 
time—all of her belongings were stuffed into them. 

Somehow she wound up at the Karusel Club, on Tverskaya 
Street. The Karusel is a swank flathead nightclub/casino that 
boasted $75 cocktails and a $200 cover charge. She was tanked 
by the time she arrived. After getting it on with one or two of 
the security staff, they led her around the corner, to the base- 
ment club Titan, and dumped her there. 

At the club, she met a friend of mine, who introduced me 
to her. She had thick, curly, long golden braids, and sly, Asiatic 

eyes, chestnut-colored. Her puggish nose and oval face were 
decidedly Slavic, but her bronze complexion was Caucasian. 

After she sucked off one of my friends right in the center of 
the club, I wound up with her at closing time. I was tanked on 
cheap vodka and riding the first phenamine waves. Lena 
attacked me. She hugged and kissed me, and asked me if she 

could stay at my place for the night. I let her stay with me; Т 
was suckered, 

‘The following evening, when we met up with my friend 
Andy, she tried to climb a rung up the ladder, Andy had 
wheels: a Mercedes-Benz. .. she did everything to seduce him, 
and when he didn’t respond, she flat-out told him that she was 
ready to dump me and move in with him. Andy split, leaving 
us at a club, and I threw her out of the house. That's when she 
pulled one of her many film noir femme fatale moves on те. 

As she grabbed her bag and purse to leave for good, she 
whispered, “Can't we just fuck one more time before I go? 1 

promise I'll leave after that.” 
I was a sucker. I always am. 
The next day, she disappeared, I didn’t hear from her, and 

wondered if she had gone forever. Then at around ten at night, 
someone rang my doorbell. Usually that terrifies те: it’s got to 
be someone I don’t want to see. An angry neighbor or reader, 
or an ex-girlfriend holding our baby. So I didn’t answer, A 

neighbor, the half-French guy who lives across the hall, banged 
оп my door. 

“She's ringing my doorbell, Mark,” he said, pointing down 

the hallway. “You answer it.” 
‘There, I saw Lena slumped against the entranceway wall, 

held up by a well-dressed young Russian man. Another 

woman was with them: they apologized to me, and handed 

Lena over to me. They were old friends of Lena's, from child- 
hood, before she moved from Moscow to Germany. They'd 
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just seen one another that day for the first time in years, It was 

the last time they ever wanted to see her. 

Lena stumbled into my apartment, then slumped against 
the wall and fell to the floor. 

“You're on heroin?” | asked her. 

She nodded yes. It was the best heroin she'd ever had. And 

she'd saved me a little, Ah, the savage little princess! She was- 

n't so bad after all! I snorted up the line, and we spent the 
entire evening drooling, floating, and fucking. It was one of 
the most wonderful nights of my life. 

After that, Lena and I had a certain connection, something 

beyond the pale of love. Uncut. No impurities. The next day, I 

woke up late in the afternoon, tossed Lena out, and stumbled 

to work. We were supposed to meet at my house at midnight, 
but I was late. She decided that I'd stood her up. And went 

drinking in Gorky Park with a pair of guys. She fucked one of 
them, and was almost raped by the other. Maybe she was just 
out earning money as а hooker. 1 still don’t know. 

After that, she stood out in front of my apartment, trying to 

flag a car down. 1 saw her there when I returned home at 
around 2 a.m. She looked like a common whore, the way she 

held her hand out on the street, shifting from one foot to the 
other the way other street whores do, Г wasn't sure it was 

Lena—she wasn’t wearing the same jacket I saw her in earlier 

in the day, so I figured it must be someone else, I walked right 
past her, We looked each other in the face. But the combina- 

tion of my bad vision and the heroin still affecting 
те... I didn't believe it could be her, so I walked past, and 

home. She told me she thought that I'd simply decided to 
ignore her. So she went home with another guy that night, 

fucked him, and smashed a vodka bottle into the head of yet 

another man who tried raping her. The next afternoon, she 

slept with the man’s wife as well, before reaching me. I was out 
of my mind by that time. 

Lena was unlike any woman I'd ever known, So many 

times, I've been told by women here, “Russian girls do what 

they want. We aren't like Westerners in that way. When we 

want something, we do it, and worry about the consequences 

later.” 
In that sense, Lena was a grotesque of a Russian woman's 

soul. If she wanted to fuck, she fucked everyone and every- 
thing in sight. If she wanted to get high, she'd go to the point 
of OD-ing. In Germany, she had been interred in a psychiatric 
hospital for borderline-insanity because it was determined 
that she had no inhibitions. 

Her mother died of cancer while she was in jail. Her brother 
died in her arms of a heroin overdose, while she was on fur- 
Jough, shortly after their mother died. And her Azerbaijani 
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A Nihil Strain of Nationalism 

“You Americons 
ore stupid. | hate 
you and your 
country.” 

1 heard № but 
didn’t pay atten 
tion: my head wos 
pounding, and I'd 
Богам slept 
"You dirty 

Americans,” he 
continyed. “| hate you. You have по 
culture and по history.” 

If he’s talking to me, he's got о 
point. | smolled like shit after в night of 
‘downing gin and tonics, chasing © pair 
of giratfes around о Kursk disco, then 
posing out in my clothes, | hadn't 
showered, and worst of all, I'd been 
stuck on the overnight train with the 
mos! noisome collection of black earth 
peasonts the world has ever known. 
The pungent odor of cheesy feet and 
cheap tobacco billowed out of every 
compartment, sticking to my dothes. 

“You сие а stupid country, America 
is” This hangover apparition sounded 
тег ond realer—and @ spoke good 
English too, 

1 wos walking on the platform ot 
Kursky Vokzal, heading back home 
with my mentor, Dr. John Dolon, while 
this voice hassled те. 

“What's going on?" | mumbled, 
The professor nervously laughed. 

“Ub, | think this guy’s а nationalist nut. 
Let's hurry,” 

“No! | om no nationals! nut!" the nut 
screeched, 

J turned to get о good look. He was 
dressed like д Swede in his green ond 
brown patterned sweater, wire-rimmed 
glosses and fresh haircut, wite-in-arm, 
Hardly your typical, pasty nationolist 
пи. 

“Russia is о greot country,” he soid, 

“L agree,” | honestly replied. 
Л hope we throw all you dirty 
Yankees out of Russia.” 
“What о greot ideo," | sald. “Throw 

‘everyone out. Then Russia will be an 
‘economic powerhouse.” | understood 
that | might get into с fistfight, № would 
be ugly: rolling on the slushy platiorm, 
slugging it out with some middle-aged 
Russian couple... booting the husband 
‘ond wife into human kasha... it might 
not be very honorable, but it's better 
than getting purse-whipped to death. 

“No, just throw dirty Americans out, 
Not Europeans. Only Americans. | hate. 
you ой" 

by Mark Ames   
Now if was getting downright 

embarrassing. Dr. Dolan fled the 
scene, loaving me alone. People were 
staring, including the тю, 

“America is the stupidest county on 
earth” 

“Yeoh, | guess that’s why we won the 
cold war,” | said. “И we were о little 
smarter, we might have wound up like 
you." 

His wife cringed and grabbed his 
‘arm, 

“1 hope we throw you diy Yonkees 
‘outl” he screeched. 

“So do 1" | said. 
The nationalist tyined back to me 

with а look of puzzled horror, but his 
wile pulled him away, melting into the 
crowd, 

“What was wrong with that ass- 
рой!" | asked 

“Uh, Mark, don’t you remember.” 
Dr. Dolan slapped his head ond squin!- 
‘ed norvously. 

“Remember what?" 
“Like, uh, all those things you were 

saying on the troin? | think we should 
get out of here quick before they arrest 
us.” He wasn’t joking, He picked up his 
росе, powerwalking towards the 
metro. Then he snapped: “That guy 
understood what you were saying 
Everything!” 

"ОН. Oops” 
Now that I think about it, yeah, 1 was 

pretty bad on the train. Like when the 
sort-oF-youngish conductor woman 
wolked by, and I'd say straight to her 
face, “1 bet you've fucked so many 
postengers in your day that you lost 
count fifeen years ago." She didn’t 
understond me—she smiled dumbly, 
two front teeth missing. “h’s true, вл 
№? You can’t even remember the lost 
guy you boned,” Dr. Dolan yelped ner- 
‘ously, which only egged me on. “You 
know the Georgian joke about why 
Russians have patronymics—so the 
mothers con remember who the father 

ol their chid is. This conductor hore has 
probobly squatted out a few rots 
whose polronymics oré'™‘yarne-znayu- 
vich’ or 'ya-ne-vspomnyuvich’ Think 
‘about it. All а guy has 10 do is barge 
into her compartment with a botile of 
vodka, and within seconds her panties 
ого Болото from the curtain rod.” 

Eesh. | guess the middle-oged 
nationalist heard every word. He wos 
probably о decent, polite man with 
kind feelings towards Americons before 
1 arrived, It would be hord to explain 
that 1 was ой oHfectionate humor on my 

part № would be harder to explain the 
long episode with the three-year-old 
gir. She come out to play with us in the 
corridor, sitting on my lap. | held her 
‘on my knee and said, in English, “Ah, 
let me guess what you're going 10 be 
when you grow up... h'm,.. 0 sluf? A 
prostilute? An amoral money-grubber? 
Can you say ‘sut’2" Little Katya smiled 
‘and giggled, and I giggled back =, 

Dr, Dolan backed away at the time, 
ponting nervously, ‘Uh, | don’t know, 
Mark, This is where my nihilism ends.” 

“Come on, she doesn’t understand 
yet, do yout” | bounced the little peas- 
‘ant girl on my knee while her grand- 
mother—who stank lke  slaughter- 
house—smiled at me. “Let me guess, 
Katya. You los! your virginity in the 
maternity ward, didn't you? Dragged 
one of the orderlies into your crib, 
Couldn't hold out o few years for a 
horny old foreigner like myself, huh?” 

it's true, | wos о real bostord. Four 
straight hours of this, laughing of my 
‘own jokes. What о cardl A quip-o- 
‘matic! And thot old nut probably sat in 
his compartment, hearing every word, 
wringing his hands, plotting his 
revenge, too cowardly to breck о bot: 
Но over my head. Instead, he cringed, 
comptaining bitterly to his wife, plotting 
ond plotting... he practiced those 
pathetic nationalist lines in English, for 
hours, 10 impress upon me how intelli- 
gent he, а Russion, wos in comparison 
10 me, the vulgar American imperialist. 
‘and the worst port was, | agreed with 
most of what he had fo say. His poor 
wife. 

He'd have never understood if | told 
him that it wos all done out of love. 
Thot my sick jokes proved more than 
sentimental words my offection for 
Russia. “Kill Your Idols"—that wos Sonic 
Youth's motto. A good motto, But | 
could never exploin it. So I've tried 
making up for it. | tried being а good 
nationalist: | went to the Gamaun 
demonstration that wos supposed to 
joke ploce at the Chisty Prudy metro 
station last Tuesday at 4:00. | was the 
only sucker who, showed. Then | pub- 
lished о piece in Limonka. Let's see, 
what else? Well, here, this column is 
sont of my confession to the Truth 
Commission. | know, I'm leaving в lot 
owt. Even | can't print most of the things. 

1 seid on that мо fide, Toke И from 
‘me, it was bad. That poor old bastord 
had every right to attack me. | should 
be more careful. 

   



father had been poisoned by her jealous stepmother. Her only 
surviving relative was a grandmother in Astrakhan, on the 
Caspian Sea. You can’t blame her for taking life a day at a time 
after all that, 

I finally booted Lena out of my house. All those drugs, all 
that fucking, it was one big distraction. I started noticing flaws, 
too. A little mustache that ГА never seen, And her hands: 
coarse, rough fingers, like a man’s. Then it started hurting 
when I pissed, I went in for tests, and although they came up 

negative, I was sure there was some kind of monster setting up 
an amusement park in my urethra. Finally, one of the doctors 
prescribed Azitromitsin, an all-purpose super-antibiotic. 
Within a month, I was healed. The sores took a bit longer. 1 

thought those might have been syphilis or herpes sores, but 
they turned out to be abrasions from too much roughhousing. 
The prick is a sensitive organ, all capillaries, veins, and skin as 
thin and delicate as butterfly wings. | had her treat it like 
ground meat, and the results were something like Stalingrad. 

Lena finally ditched me, taking one of the two black duffel 
bags with her, and leaving the other one behind, nearly emp- 
tied. She left a few pair of underwear, some socks, a T-shirt, a 
cheap tracksuit, and some documents in German, her depor- 
tation papers, I suppose. | haven't heard from her ever since 1 
threw her out for good. Having a disease-ridden whore lying in 

bed next to me could only lead to worse and worse things. One 
of her lovers was an officer of some kind in the OMON para- 

military troops. She'd call his pager under the pseudonym 
“Sergei,” so that his jealous wife wouldn’t find out; then he'd 
call back to my apartment asking for Lena. God knows why she 
sucked his dick: probably she needed a Moscow registration 
stamp. 

I miss her sometimes. | guess that’s why I haven't thrown 
that ridiculous Blue Ocean duffel bag of hers away, 1 still think 
there’s a chance she'll call me to claim it. 

hen Lena moved into my apartment, I was 
seeing about six other girls. Lena always 

answered my phone. If a woman called, she'd 

chew her out and threaten her life if the girl ever      
called again. 

«ИТ be cunts for you,” she'd growl. Lena meant it too. All 

those years in prison made her pretty damn tough. She'd tell 

me bedtime stories of the women she'd raped. There was a thin 

19-year-old Bulgarian girl who became her bitch. The story of 

how Lena cornered her in the shower, beat and kicked her for 

ten minutes, then made her lick her under threat of pain, was 

my favorite. 

‘Around that time, I had an article published in the techno- 
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hip magazine Ptyutch about an Ugly American running around 
Moscow like a baseball-capped Hun. It led to an embarrassing 
television appearance on the show Pro Efe, а cheesy, 

sex-obsessed, Oprah-esque talk show, The young, attractive 

mulatto emcee clearly had it in for Taibbi and me. She led us 

with questions making us out to be vulgar foreigners taking 
advantage of Russians. She brought an obese, spinster feminist, 
Jean MacKenzie, on to the show to counter our arguments. The 
whole thing was embarrassing —Jean is so frighteningly fat, and 
the makeup people turned her into a kind of grotesque Cesar 
Romero—that we pulled our punches. 

We didn't come off looking too good. 1 never saw the actual 
show, but it's what I've heard, Nevertheless, it did pump up the 

fame bubble. I've signed several autographs since. 
Just the other night, was on the Old Arbat with Owen, 

when a sudden downpour forced us to take refuge under a 
colonnaded roof in front of a theater, Sitting on the cement 
steps were two punk girls, one with a baseball cap that said 

“Skinhead,” the other with a nose ring. 

Owen and I moved close to the girls to get a better look. 

‘They were cute, my type. Orphans? Runaways? 

Out of nowhere, some egg-shaped beast with a 
cavewoman’s face, dressed in a motorcycle jacket and black 
jeans, approached me and said, in good English, “I saw you on 
television.” 

Thesitated, and mistakenly acknowledged that yes, it was me 
she saw. 

“Get away from these girls,” she said indignantly. “You are 
here to get free Russian girls, aren't you? Well, get away from 

these ones. | know what you want.” 

“T came here to get out of the rain,” I said, laughing. 

“No you didn’t. You came here for free Russian girls. | saw 

you on television. Go away.” 

I made some lame attempt at confronting her. But, in fact, I 
was unnerved. The week before, I'd received а pretty 
valid-looking death-threat fax from somebody calling 
himself “H8 RED? He wrote, in his two-page rant, “One of us 
has to leave, Marky, and it’s not gonna be me, Remember your 
article about ‘Dying Here’? That's gonna be you if you don't get 

the fuck out now.” 
People were getting to know me. And they were оп to me, If, 

Russia was going pitchfork, that could mean bad news for me. 
When people go pitchfork, guys like me—who have been run- 

ning around their country, whoopin’ it up and 
raping their womenfolk—wind up skewered and posted on the 
city gates, stake through the ass, out the mouth, organs 
dripping like jelly onto the blood-caked earth. 

Amen. 
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